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ABSTRACT
The Work, Achievement, and Values Education (WAVE)

program, developed by the 70001 Training and Employment Institute,
was launched in 52 schools across the country at the start of the
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sites, receiving intensive support from 70001 for WAVE teacher
training and program assistance for first-year implementation. The
WAVE is a carefully designed, multicomponent program that addresses
the nationally documented needs of young people in grades 9 zhrough
12 whose circumstances dim their prospects for academic and personal
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encourage student participa.ton and involvement; teacher training and
development focusing on equJ.pping teachers to work with the
innovative and interactive curriculum and multicomponent program; and
a motivational component, the WAVE Career Association, which is
cesigned to provide students with opportunities to apply key concepts
from the curriculum and to develop leadership skills. This report on
first-year implementation of the program at the 13 demonstration
sites comprises the following sections: (1) WAVE program

environments; (2) findings about WAVE students, teachers, curriculum,
and program activities; (3) conclusions; (4) recommendations; and (5)
summaries of site visits. Two exhibits, summary descriptions of site
visits, and site visit questionnaires, are appended. (AF)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Report on First-Year Implementation of The WAVE Program

in Thirteen Demonstration Sites

THE WAVE PROGRAM

The 70001 Training and Employment Institute's mission is to help youth at risk of academic

and social failure to chaiiie the prospects for their lives. With the development of the Work,

Achievement, and Values in Education (WAVE) program, 70001, for the first time, began to

serve schools with a comprehensive program to carry out its organizational mission.

The WAVE is a carefully designed program which seeks, through multiple programmatic

strategies, to help at-risk young people in grades 9-12 to improve their prospects for academic

and personal success. The WAVE curriculum and its interactive and supportive learning

philosophy are the core of the program. Through this curriculum taught by caring teachers,

WAVE students learn about the world of work and the c9nnections between school and work

in a variety of classoom and experiential activities. Students are helped to set personal goals,

understand their behaviors and the consequences of negative and positive behaviors, and

learn skills to help them solve problems in their lives.

70001, in developing The WAVE, recognized that what takes place in the classroom will be

most successful if enforced through other activities. The WAVE Career Association component

is intended to give students opportunities to develop leadership and group skills, serve their

schools and communizies and, most importantly, to develop a sense of belonging and being part

of a larger network. The WAVE program design addresses the need for program guidance and

broad support through encouraging parental involvement, establishing cross-sector WAVE

Advisory Committees, and creating linkages with the community. 70001 also realized that if

ethicational perspectives are going to be changed, teachers must be reached out to as well.

Teauher training and support are critical aspects of The WAVE. Quality professional

development opportunities and the chance to be part of a network with others who share the

same successes and problems are important positive reinforcements for teachers. Through

these activities, The WAVE strives to alleviate the feelings of isolation and discouragement

teachers often feel.

i
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The WAVE was launched in fifty-two schools across the country at the start of the 1989-90

school year. Thirteen of these schools were demonstration sites, receiving intensive assistance

from 70001. This assistance included program orientation and training in the curriculum for

WAVE teachers in sessions which brought together the teachers from all the sites. School

principals and/or other administrators responsible for the WAVE were invited to attend the

first session in August 1989 and 70001 provided subsequent informational and development

opportunities for the administrators. 70001 program specialists provided assistance through

on-site visits, telephone consultation and leading the Leadership Enhancement Training

Seminars (LETS) for WAVE students at each demonstration site in the fall semester.

Within the coastraints of available resources, 70001 provided comprehensive assistance to the

WAVE demonstration sites. WAVE teachers' assessment of 70001's assistance was unusually

positive they only wished there could have been more.

THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

The Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL), a Washington, D.C. based independent, non-

profit organization, was retained by 70001 to eialuate the first-year implementation of The

WAVE in the thirteen demonstration sites. This final report on the implementation of The

WAVE is based upon information gathered from site visits by IE staff to each of the

demonstration sites in May, 1990, as well as information collected for two interim reports to

70001 (January and April 1990). WAVE students and teachers, school administrators, non-

WAVE machers and other school staff and, where possible, parents of WAVE students and

community members involved in The WAVE were interviewed at each site during the May

visits.

This final report on the first year in the demonstration sites provides 70001 with information

about the experience with the implementation of the program a the different scheol settings,

draws some conclusions related to the WAVE and the future of the program and makes

recommendations to assist 70001 with program refinements, implementation in new sites, and

institutionalization of The WAVE.

WAVE PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTS

The thirteen WAVE demonstration sites provided diverse environments for implementing and

testing the flexibility of the program. Sites included comprehensive high schools where there

were no programs for at-risk students, an alternative high school, vocational/career centers

5.



and schools where The WAVE provided a programmatic resourc', to already operating

programs for at-risk students. The first year experiences indicate trst, while the different

environments for the program influenced progrkm implementation, The WAVE can be a

comprehensive program, a curriculum resource, or an important programmatic resource which

strengthens exiting programs for at-risk students. The first-year demonstration sites are:

Palm Beach Lakes Community High School West Palm Beach Florida
WAVE Affiliation: Cities in Schools

Bundle Career Center
WAVE Affiliation: JTPA

Lincoln Career Center
WAVE Affiliation: JTPA

Northern High School
WAVE Affiliation: Futures

Paducah Tilghman High School

A:pena High School

Greece Olympia High School

Prospect Heights High School

East Central High School

Frayser High School

Scott High School
WAVE Affiliation: JTPA

Mountain High School
Alternative School

Grafton High School

FINDINGS FROM THE DEMONSTRATION SITES

-

Jefferson Parish, Louisiana

Jefferson Parish, Louisiana

Baltimore, Maryland

Paducah, Kentucky

Paducah, Kentucky

Rochester, New York

Brooklyn, New York

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Memphis, Tennessee

Huntsville, Tennessee

Kaysville, Utah

Grafton, West Virginia

The WAVE demonstrated in its first year that participation in the program results in positive

changes in attitudes, behaviors and academk achievement for the majority of students who

are in The WAVE. Some student improvements were dramatic (making the honor roll, perfect

attendance, staying in school after deciding to dropout). For the majority of students, the

positive "langes were perhaps more subtle, but nevertheless major successes for these students.

These achievements include developing a more positive sense of self, understanding (for the
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first time) the relationship between school and adult success, setting some personal goals, nd

decreasing their sense of isolation from adults and their peers.

Perhaps even more important then IEL's assessment tnat the WAVE demonstrated its potential

and caused positive changes in the majority of participating students, is the assessment of

the sites themselves. The WAVE is generally considered successful among WAVE teachers and

students at the demonstration sites. Eleven of the demonstration sites are continuing the

WAVE in the 1990-91 school year. In two sites funding was not available to continue The

WAVE, but the program was viewed positively by the WAVE teachers and students.

WAVE Students

The majority of students interviewed in the sites expressed positive reactions to the WAVE

program and were able to discuss differences in themselves after the first year. In various

enrollment patterns acrou the sites, The WAVE was used with 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grade

students. The majority of students were referred to, or scheduled into, The WAVE. On three

site:, there was some student self-selection into the program. The different methods for

student selection resulted in a wide range of abilities, academic achievement, economic

backgrounds and personal motivation among students across the sites and :within the WAVE

classes.

Students cited improvement in academic achievement, strengthened sense of self-confidence,

and clarification of personal goals among the benefits of the program. Characteristics of the

WAVE most often cited as reasons students were positive about the program included caring

teachers, the supportive WAVE class atmosphere, small class size, positive peer-group

experiences, being part of a national program, and learning how to set goals and solve

problems. WAVE students in several demonstration sites were actively "selling* the program

to their peers who: the students felt would benefit from the WAVE.

The demonstration sites experienced very good student retention in the WAVE. We could find

no instance where a student's dropping the program was caused by unhappiness with The

WAVE. Students who withdrew, but who stayed in school, cited scheduling problems and their

need for required courses for graduation as their reasons for withdrawing.
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The Role of the WAVE Teacher

The WAVE teacher, as would be expected, proved to be tilt pivotal factor in how the program

was implemented and perceived in the demonstration sites. The WAVE teachers felt and

exhibited varying degrees of competency in implementing a multi-component program, but all

the teachers were enthusiastic and cared about the WAVE students. In essence, The WAVE

ovided the tools to these teachers who were already convinced that without comprehensive

interventions, most of these students simply would not make it in their high schools. Most

WAVE teachers said that as a result of working with The WAVE, they had become better

teachers.

WAVE teachers came f rom diverse teaching and experience backgrounds which affected, to

some extent, how and with what degree of comfort they implementeu The WAVE. Most sites

did not engage in a broad WAVE teacher recruitment and selection process but rather recruited

within the school which would host the WA.VE, or designated a particular teacher in the

school. Teachers, without exceptiou, seid that without the 70001 training and assistance

throughout the year, they would not have enjoyed the stice:ss they did with The WAVE. The

f irst year of the WAVE was challenging, and goinv forward toward the excellence these

teachers want for the program remains a challenge.

The WAVE Curriculum

Teachers and school administrators were very positive about the WAVE curriculum and the

scope of learning and experiential needs of these students that the curriculum addresses. Many

teachers SE id it gave them the resource to reach these students, and helped them (the teachem)

to teach more ef fectively and try new teaching methodologies.

Students had very posiave responses to their WAVE classes which, we believe, are attributable

to the atmosphere and small size of the classes, the interactive teaching, and the peer support

which developed within the classes, as well as to the curriculum content.

The first year of use for a new curriculum is a one of the last development steps. 70001 sought

input from the WAVE teachers about their experiences with the curriculum, and 70001 has

b'et.,a responsive to constructive suggestions for the refinement of the curriculum. The only

aspect of the curriculum which elicited a fair number of negative comments from WAVE

teachers and students is the amount of writing students are assigned. However, the writing

component is a great strength of the curriculum, and particularly important for developing
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the thinking and writing skills for WAVE students who, generally, have been/are in academic

tracks or classes which demand little writing from these students.

Program Activities

The WAVE program design incorporates structured opportunities for leadership development

and scnool and community service in the WAVE Career Association, and encourages parental

involvement and strong linkages with employers and the broader community.'

In some sites where the WAVE was introduced as a complementary resource to existing

programs, e.g., Cities in Schools, the New Futures Program or in an alternative high 'school,

some of the nen-curriculum WAVE components were in place, such as cross-sector advisory

committes, linkages with employers, parental Lvolvement activities, and extra-curricular

activiti es for students.
In the majority of the demonstration sites, however, the WAVE teachers were faced with the

expectation for simultaneous introduction of a new curriculum, a WAVE Career Association

and development of outreach activities to involve parents and the community. The

demonstration sites varied in their ability to develop all progri 'made components during the

first year, and, in fact, 70001 did modify expectations during the first year. However, int.ny

WAVE teachers expressed some anxiety because they had not fully implemented all

components of the program.

CONCLUSIONS

The WAVE has demonstrated its rich potential as a comprehensive program continuing to help

students at risk of failure to enhance their possibilities for school success. 70001 has solid first

year results to move forward with the program. However, integrating proven demonstration

programi and/or program concepts and methodologies into the structure of the education

program in a school is the grcattst challenge faced by demonstration programs.

No person interviewed throughout the year, including persons in two of the demonstration

sites who had reservations about the overall 'progress of WAVE students at their sites,

questioned the need for The WAVE to improve social and edulational outcomes for the

targeted student population. And, even more importantly, the majority of school staff

interviewed in the demonstration sites noted positive changes in attitude or educational

achievement, among WAVE students in the first year of the proo:ram.

vi
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The chalk age facing 70001 in the institutionalization of the program does not stem from an

assessment of he merits of the program design nor from the experience of in the first

demonstration year. The challenge is in the complex problems inherent in attempting to effect

change in schools.

U.S. elementary and secondary education has a weak history of institutionalization of

successful demonstration programs or of promising components of these programs in schools.

The reasons are complex and result both from the institution of schools and the behaviors of

those external to the schools investing in and hoping to be a catalyst for change and

improvement. Some specific generic problems are presented below for con:ideration by 70001

and funders of thc program. Some strategies to assist in assuring the future of The WAVE

are presented in the Recommendations section of the report.

Continuation of Funding for Demonstration Pr 'grams

All demonstration programs dependent on special funding or a combination of general revenue

support and special funds are vulnerable to losing their funding. Demonstration programs

tend to suffer from the absence of articulated messages which explain the program in terms

of t/-e basic mission of a school and make clear the potential for longer tern+ impact to help

meet school district/school objectives. Demonstration programs rarely have a "political" base

of support in their early years. School and district administrators and school boards are pulled

in many different directions over the allocation c f funds once outside funding is decreased

or eliminated.

Two demonstration schools, Paducah Tilghman High School and Mountain High School, are

not continuing the program in 1990-91 school year. The WAVE teachers and principals, as well

as the students in these schools were very positive about ne WAVE, but the program fell

victim to the corlmon pracsice of cutting back on what is perceived as a specLI or additional

program and which therefore can be cut to spare the "real school program."

Demonstration programs most apt to generate coutinuasion with general revenue funding are

those which have well-informed and committed inteinel school district and school

constituencies, as well as an articulate external s pport base.

vii
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The Phenomenon of the Special Program

Comprehensive demonstration program, such as The WAVE, generally serve a limited number

of students and are perceived as "add ans." The peograms do not have an impact as a major

presence in a school. ,ew school staff are directly involved and, therefore, do not see

themselves in any relationship to these programs. The translation of these programs into the

basic mission o: schools rarely occurs.

As would be: expected, the seeds of such institutionalization problems are in the WAVE

demonstrar -n schools. Generally, there was minimal knowledge about the program among

school staff except for the supervising administrators and counselors who also served WAVE

students.

Administrators and/or counselors in some sites stated that all students could benefit from some

elements of The WAVE. However, we did not find any site wnere the administration had

developed or was planning a formal strategy to help school staff understand how concepts

and/or program elements of The WAVE were related to the totality of the slhool.

Organizational Change

School administrators an..i teachers are not trained in organizational change. Reorganization

of programs, staff and teaching is foreign to expected and historically rewarded benaviors.

In addition, schools are subject to myriad and sometimes confliciing streams of regulations and

policies which school staff feel powerless to cidange. And, finally, schools operate within

bureaucracies which by their very nature inhibit change.

The majority of school staff interviewed in the demonstrati3n sites recognized that for

students enrolled in The WAVE, and additional students who could not be accommodated in

the first year, school success, retention to graduation, and a positive transition to either work

and/or additional education and/or training is problematic. However, and not surprisingly,

the implications of basic changes in the structure of teaching and learning, such as are

incorporated in The WAVE, o r broad institutionalization in the schools are not yet generally

recognized, articulated, or accepted. Problems of organizational change will affect the

expansion of The WAVE to additioral students in current grade levels in The WAVE and the

possibility for student participation in The WAVE through the full grade 9-12 program

sequence.

viii
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School District and Internal School Comwunication

Few school- districts or schools pay adequate attention to effective communications, either

internally or with external constituents. Well defined objectives and methods for
communications tend to be lacking. Most school districts and schools rely on newsletters,

bulletin board notices, a memo placed in staff mail boxes, as well as a *need to know" criterion

for communication. There is little evidence in schools of targezing information according to

audiences and anticipating how information will be translated.

These general characteristics of communications are true in The WAVE's demonstrations sivs.

Findings from the site visits, as well as responses of teachers and administrators during earlier

periods of information gathering, indicate that knowledge about The WAVE in the
demonstration schools is not widespread and s. ooi side communications about the program

have received minima( attention.

Insufficient Time and attention for Longorerm Institutionalization

Demonstration programs require time to prove themselves sufficiently to become truly

institutionalized. By their very nature, demonstration programs demand careful and nw turing

support over sufficient tinm to demonstrate their potential. And, very importantly, these

programs need adequate funding not just to get start.td but also to )ver come the challenges

discussed above, along with others, that face demonstration prog.ams. Usuely, funders of

demonstration programs commit *.o 1-2 years, sometimes three years, gradually diminishing

support over the funding period.

The WAVE is at the first critical juncture for demonstration programs and needs sufficient

commitment of funders over the next three to four years for 70001 to develop and support

institutionaiization strategies for the demonstration sites and to incorporate these strategies

into the implementation of The WAVE as the program expands to additional schools.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The first year was a strong beginning for The WAVE in the demonstratiwi sites. The first

year also produced some implementation pcoEems, and identified some needs for program

refinements and for strategies to sustain The WAVE in its present sites.

ix
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Recommendations to 70001 are presented in two categories. The first set of recommendations

derives from IEL's summary and analysis of constructive suggestions from the demonstration

sites themselves. The second set of recommendations derives from an analysis of IEL's cross-

site observations about the implementation of The WAVE. The following summary highlights

some of the recommendations made in the body of this report.

Recommendations from The WAVE Demonstration Sites

WAVE Teachers were very forthcoming about their need for additional assistance in

implementing and managing a multi-component program. Many WAVE tcachers expressed

some frustration about their lack of specific skills or useful experience for developing some

of the program components of The WAVE (developing an advisory committee, creating

linkages with employers and community groups, establishing the Career association, and

marketing The WAVE). IEL recommends devoting more time in the first WAVE teacher

training session in order to determine in what areas individual WAVE teachers feel uncertain

about implementing various program components. 70.001 could, if resources allow, provide

development opportunities in these areas, or develop suggested on-site assistance from the

schools and/or schuol districts. 70001 might develop a *WAVE Program Task Analysis" which

would help teachers structure the development of program activities and understand the types

of skills called for in the tasks.

Currictilum and Proaram comments

The f irst year implementation of The WAVE curriculum al with any new curriculum, was the

real field test and a phase of curriculum refinement. Students were positive in their responses

to the curriculum, and teachers found it to be the most *accessible" of The WAVE's program

components. Teachers did recommend th7r 70001 expand the suggested activities and add to

the CLIriculum, particularly to make it more challenging for some students.

1EL recommends that 70001 clarify expectation fliat the WAVE teachers are to augment the

national curriculum and that 70001 :-:ovide some additional guidance to teachers (optional

activities etc.) in the use of the curriculum.

13



Recommendation derived from IEL's Analysis of Cross-Site Observations.

Program Implementation

Althor.gh the first-year implementation of The WAVE progressed relatively smoothly, WAVE

teachers did express feelings of frustration or inadequacy when measuring themselvcs against

what they believed was expected of them the first year. TEL recommends realistic first-year

benchmarks be established and made explicit to WAVE teachers, school principals, and other

school administrators involved with the program. 70001 should also reinforce its expectations

of school administrators for assisting The WAVE teacher and for helping with the

implementat'Nn of the program. Administrators should be encouraged to create a problem-

anticipating and problem-solving climate to help WAVE teachers, particularly where a teacher

lacks certain skills or experience and needs assistance. Additionally, TEL suggests that 70001

be very clear with school administrators about expectations for initial and continual school-

wide communication about The WAVE and about providing communications/public relations

assistance to The WAVE teacher.

WAVE Teacher Selection and Training

Although teacher recruitment and selection are primarily determined by school district policy,

collective bargaining contracts anct state cerVication requirements, there are areas in which

70001 can make suggestions. 70001 might consider urging recruitment efforts tint reach

throughout a school district and bey3nd for school districts staring The WAVE, as well as for

those schools where The WAVE is adding classes. TEL recommends that 70001 outline

suggested selection procedures and urge school district use of the program implementation

"task analysis" already recommended when talking with potential WAVE teachers. TEL also

recommends incorporating more problem-solving strategies into the WAVE machet training

as well as into the technical assistance provided throughout the first year.

Inatitzinginsism

There are some steps which 70001 can take to help schools institutionalize The WAVE. Support

for a demonstration program and understanding how it is relative to a school's mission, and

an individual's role within a school begins with effective communications which anticipate

what kind of information is needed and how it should be presented. IEL recommends that

70001 develop guidelines for a communications strategy and model materials for use by the

xi
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principal and/or other appropriate school administrators and WAVE teachers. TEL alsc

recommends that 70001 incorporate assistance in developing formai and informal

communication skills in the WAVE teacher trainini.5.

Developing a broad base of support and ownership of new programs among external

constituencies is important. TEL recommends that 70001 increase attention in the WAVE

teacher training and technical assistance on building community linkages and developing

public relations strategies for The WAVE.

Ultimately, succasful institutionalization occurs when individuals in an organization feel a

sense of ownership of a new program or change. TEL recommends developing same strategies

that will help to foster school-wide ownership of The WAVE. Establishing a mentoring

program among school staff for WAVE students encouraging principals to identify expertise

among schoo. staff to assist with The WAVE would help to crew a sense of program

ownership.

xii
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FIRST-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WAVE

INTRODUCTION
The WAVE Program

The Work, Achievement, and Values in Education (WAVE) program developed by the 70001

Training and Employment Institu:c was launched in fif ty-two schools across the country at

the start of the 1989-90 school year. Thirteen of these schools were demonstration sites,

receiving intensive support from 70001 for WAVE teacher training and program assistance for

f irst-year implementation.

The WAVE is a carefully des.gned, multi-component program which addresses nationally

documented needs of young people in grades 9-12 whose circumstances dim their prospects for

academic and personal success. These are the teenagers most likely to leave school prior to

high school graduation and have minimal academic skills if they do graduate, and who will

enter the work force (or try to enter the work force) without any preparation other than what

they receive in their high schools. The components of The WAVE include a four-year

sequential grade 9-12 curriculum which is designed to promote positive peer group experiences

and encourage student participation and involvement, teacher training and development which

focuses on equipping teachers to work with the innovative and interactive curriculum and

multi-component program, and a motivational component, the WAVE Career Associat;on,

which is designed to provide students with opportunities to apply many of the key concepts

within the curriculum and opportunities to develop leadership skills. The WAVE also

incorporates a community involvement conloonent through the program advisory committee,

and actively promotes parental involvement in the education of their children.

Services Provided by 70001 to the Demonstration Sites

A full range of services during the first year was made available to demonstration sites by

70001. These services included orientation to The WAVE for teachers and administrators,

The Leadership Enhancement Training Seminars (LETS) for WAVE students at each

demonstration site, training for teachers in The WAVE curriculum, and technical assistance

throughout the school year, including visits to each sits:. by 70001 program specialists. WAVE

teacher training, which consisted of an orientation prior to the beginning of The WAVE
imp!ementation and additional training programs during the school year, was designed to

farni.iarize teachers with the curriculum and equip them with classroom management skills

1
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appropriate for working with at-risk students. The national training programs also provided

opportunities for WAVE teachers to meet other WAVE teachers, and to learn from one another.

Each WAVE demonstration site was assignen a program specialist whc acted as the link

between the demons: ation site and 70001. In addition to conducting the LETS (a two-day

highly interactive leadership development program for selected WAVE students) at each

demenstrvion site, the program specialist provided on-site and telephone consultation to

WAVE teachers throughout the school year.

The Evaluation of the First Year of the WAVE implementation

The Institute for Educational Leadership (Mt) was retained by 70001 to evaluate the first

year implementation or The WAVE trogram in the thirteen demonstration sites. Two previous

interim progress reports (January and April 1950) were submitted to 70001 following written

surveys and telephone interviews with WAVE teachers, demonstration site administrators, and

70001 program specialists. This final report on the implementation of The WAVE is based

upon information gathered from site visits by IEL staff to each of the demonstration sites in

May, 1P90. WAVE students and teachers, administrators, non-WAVE teachers and other school

staff ani, where possible, parents of WAVE students and community members involved in The

WA; r. ,4ere interyiewed. at each site. Sample interview questionnaires are attached in Esjiltit.

Z. This report also draws 'epon the data provided in the two preceding progress reports.

This final report prov: _es 70001 with findings allJut the experiences with implementation

of The Wave, and makes recommendations to assist with program refinements, implementation

in new sites, and institutionalization of The WAVE.

Every effort vies made to gather comprehensive information from the sites that would enable

IEL to provide 70001 and other intereaed rarties with documentation of the experiences with

first year implementation of The WAVE in the demonstration sites. The written

questionnaires and telephone interviews ustd during the school year and personal interviews

conducted during the site visits produced the information on which the analysis of this revrt

is based. It is important to point out, however, that this report is written without definitive

outcome data or test score results. Therefore, this report presents an informed discussion of

the first year implementation of The WAVE without being a quantitative analysis of the

effects of The WAVE on at-risk youth. Long-term results will need to be examined to validate

observed attitudinal and behavioral changes of students; continual academic nrogress needs

longer teem validation.

2
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Contents of this Report

Thi: report js organized ir the following manner:
The Introduction provides information about the 70001 Training and Employment Institute's
WAVE program , the support services provided to the thirteen WAVE demonstration sites by
70001, and the purpose and process of the Institute for Educational Leadership's (IEL)
evaluation of the first-year implementation of The WAVE.

Part I. of this report describes the different school environments in which The WAVE was
implemented in the thirteen & nonstration sites.

Part II. presents what /EL found in its assessment of the implementation. These findings are
organized in fiur sections: The WAVE Students in the demonstration sites, The WAVE
Teacher, The WAVE Curriculum and WAVE Program Activities.

Part HI. presents IEL's conclusions about.the first year of The WAVE in the demonstration
sites. This section discusses institutionalization issues which may affect the continuation and
expansion of The WAVE in the future.

Part IV. presents IEL's recommendations to 70001. These are divided into two categories:
Summary Recommendations derived from suggestions across the demonstration sites themselv es

and cross-site recommendations derived from IEL's observations.

Part V. provides summaries of site visit reports for each demonstration site.
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I. WAVE PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTS

Overview of the Demonstration Sites

The WAVE was implemented in 52 different schools in 14 states nationwicla in the 1989-90

school year. Of this number, thirteen schools in ten states were selected as demonstration

sites. These sites represent a diverse cross-section of schools, and provide different settings

for the implementation of The WAVE. The different site environments, which influenced the

implementation of the program at the host schools, are briefly described below in order to

provide a context for the broader discussion of program components which follows in Section

II. of this report.

The WAVE was implemented in ten traditional, comprehensive four-year high schools in

urban, suburban, and rural communities, at one alternative high school, and at two

vocational/career education centers. In addition, at five of the comprehensive high school

sites, The WAVE was linked to other programs. The first-year WAVE demonstration sites are:

Palm Beach Lakes Community High Se'. ,o1
WAVI` Affiliation: Cities in Schools

Bunche Career Center
WAVE Affiliation: .ITPA

Lincoln Career Center
WAVE Affiliation: .1TPA

Northern High School
WAVE Affiliation: Futures

Paducah Tilghman High School

Alpena High School

Greece Olympia High School

Prospect Heights High School

East Central High School

Frayser High School

Scott High School
WAVE Affiliation: ITN

Mountain High School
Alternative School

Grafton High School

3

West Palm Beach, Florida

Jefferson Parish, Louisiana

Jefferson Parish, ! ouisiana

Baltimore, Maryland

Paducah, Kentucky

itipena, Michigan

Rochester, New York

Brooklyn, New York

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Memphis, Tennessee

Huntsville, Tennessee

Kaysville, Utah

Grafton, West Virginia
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The Different Uses of The WAVE

One of the strengths of The WAVE design is the program's flex;'..tility, which allows it to be
integrated in a wide variety of settings, and adapted to the needs of students in many school
and program environments. The first year experiences indicate that The WAVE can either be

implemented as a comprehensive stand alone program in a school, meeting a variety of needs

of at-risk students, or used as an important curricular resource in conjunction with existing

programs. The categories described below are imperfect to say the least, and frequently
overlap, but may be of assistance in understanding the conditions under which The WAVE was

implemented.

ihr,HAVEALASsuniughogylisagrair Teachers and administrators at many sites had
spent considerable time and resources studying the needs of at-risk students in their schools,

concluding that a comprehensive program which focused on academic and attitudinal
improvement along with job preparation would best address the needs of their students. These

sites introduced The WAVE in order to provide their students with multiple opportunities for
success. At these sites, The WAVE was not linked to any other activity or program for at-
risk students, and each site sought to implement all of the elements of The WAVE. Greece
Olympia High School is an example of a site which implemented The WAVE as a
comprehensive program. In addition to the WAVE classes, the teacher had made significant
progress in developing an active Career Association. Parental involvement was strong, and

plans were being made to develop further the initial efforts to involve the community.

The first-year implementation of The WAVE as a comprehensive program model for meeting
the needs of at-risk students inditates that students respond well to the prograr Assessment
of initial experiences at the demonstration sites indicated observable :morovement among
many students in all key performance areas. During the site interview, one teacher, who "loves"

being a WAVE teacher, commented with pride on the great prugress of all of her students. She

boasted that, "Five students made the honor roll." Not surprisingly, she said, this academic
success was accompanied by increased attendance, improved self-esteem, and a clearer
definition of personal as well as career goals.

The_WAVE ALA_C3Irricular Resource: One of the sites, Mountain High School, Utah, is an
alternative school where all of the students are identified as being "at-risk." Many elements

critical to the success of programs for at-risk students were already in place: Classes were

5
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small and close student-teacher relationships were an integral component of the school's

mission. These sites viewed The WAVE as an important (and missing) cu:ricular resource, able

to make a unique contribution to meeting the needs of at-risk students. At Mountain High,

teachers all commented that the WAVE curriculum filled a gap in their efforts to meet their

students' needs by providing a substantive focus to the home-room classes. Constraints in tne

nature of an alternative site made implementation of some of the other WAVE programmatic

components difficult (e.g., the Career Association). However, teachers, administrators, and

students expressed great satisfaction with the contributions of The WAVE, and WAVE teachers

displayed great creativity in developing community involvement activities for their students

which could be implemented within the context of an alternative school.

The WAVE Linked with Other Proitramw Links with other programs were programmatic,

funding related, or both. Some demonstration schools had already established strong ties with

local, state, or federal programs designed to meet the needs of at-risk students (e.g. Palm Beach

Lakes High School, Northern High School). Where an existing program or structure was

already in place, the introduction of The WAVE into the school was frequently influenced by

the requirements and specifications of each sponsoring program. In many cases, the in-place

program was the funding source for The WAVE and, in such instances, student eligibility

requirements and occasional policies governing programmatic activities were subject to the

requirements of the funding source or organization. The WAVE was introduced into these

sites because of its ability to fill gaps in thc: existing programs.

Although WAVE makes substantive contributions to existing programs and can, in tura,

benefit from such affiliations, site visits revealed that programmatic distinctions can

sometimes become blurred in the minds of school administrators, teachers, and students. In

some sites, WAVE teachers share space with teachers of other at-risk programs. In other

s(....00ls, where students are selected on the basis of a different set of eligibility rermi ments,

furthei distinctions become blurred. In some sites, government policies preclude 4ertain types

of programmatic activities. In cases where restrictions were imposed by non-WAVE sources,

these tended to influence the definition of The WAVE at demonstration sites. This does not

undercut the real contribution made by WAVE, but should, nonetheless, be considered when

the total picture of The WAVE implementation is being examined.

21
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Thn WAVE program was implemented at Palm Beach Lakes Community High School where

Cities in Schools was already an established program. Both The WAVE and Cities in Schools

were able to lienef it from this collaborative relationship. Occasionally, the similarity in goals

as well as a common student constituency contributed to a blurring of the distinctions between

the two programs among nor-WAVE school staff and students.

The successful use of The WAVE with a wide range of on-going proerams at different sites

demonstrates its usefulness as a curriculum resource. A further demonstration of The WAVE's

value as a curriculum resource is evidenced by the fact that, at the time nf the site visits, each

school which had adopted The WAVE as an additional resource said that they would want The

WAVE to continue in their school for s. second year. Funding was listed as the only possible

constraint.

In summary, it is difficult to describe The WAVE in broad get.eralizations. The environment

in which The WAVE is implemented and the different affiliations wh:ch have accompanied

the introduction of The WAVE to demonstration sites reveal that there are site-specific,

considerations that need to be managed with sensitivity and attention to cLetail. The positive

responses to The WAVE at these very different sites supports 70001's cons:ept of The WAVE

as a flexible and versatile resource which can be implemented in diverse school environments.

7
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II. FZNDINGS ABOUT THE FIRST YEAR OF THE WAVE

STUDENTS

Students were interviewed at each demonstration school during their WAVE classes, as well

as individually. Students at all. the sites liked being a part of the WAVE class. When asked

why, students talked about experiencing success, frequently for the first time. They were, in

most instances, able to say that their grades had improved both in their WAVE as well as

their academic classes, and they admitted that they came to school more often. They even

agreed tha: their attitudes toward school and work had changed. "For the first time I can

remember, I want to do well in school," was the comment of one tenth grade girl. Students

liked the whole WAVE "experience." Small classes, a teacher who cared about them, activities

which integrated them into the community, exposure to the world of work, a close community

of friends/peers who knew how they felt, and the sense of "family" they got from being a part

of The WAVE were sentiments echoed, in different words; at the different sites.

Student Grade Levels

Approgimately 650 students participraed in the first-year of The WAV in the thirteen

demonstration sites. Five sites selected students from junior and senior high school, 9th, 10th,

including 9th, 10th, llth, and 12th grade students in other WAVE ,Luols. In the eight schools,

student enrollment was as follows:

9th grade only: 1 school

10th grade only: 2 schools

9th and 10th grades: 2 schools

9th, 10th, and Ilth grades: 2 schools

10th, l 1th, and 12th grades: 1 school

Those schools which started with one grade (9th or 10th) said that they planned to add one

additional grade each year until they eventually offered The WAVE in grades 9-12. The one

school starting with the 10th grade in The WAVE said it did so because they were able to select

students they knew personally were appropriately suited for the program.

The ability of schools to implement The WAVE at different grade levels underscores the

flexibility of The WAVE. In addition, the fact that schools are choosing te, continue The

8
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WAVE in their schools and to incnase the number and levels of classes offered indicates that

schools see the value of The WAVE as a sequential curriculum.

Student Selection

WAVE students were selected in a variety of ways: administrative/teacher decisions, self-

selection, or, most often, a combination of both. In the majority of sites, there was little '4,7

no general, advertising of the program. At each sitc, different groupings of teachers or

principals and teachers reviewed the backgrounds of students most in need of The WAVE.

Twelve of the thirteen demonstration sites used poor academic performance as evidenced by

low grade poik, average, low Scholastic Aptitude Test or reading scores, and poor scholastic

history (e.g., students 11_1 repeated a grade or haC low GPA). Eight sites used high student

absenteeism and three used low socio-economic ..xground as criteria for student selection.

Other criteria which, while not being central, were nonetheless import-..,t and influenced the

selection process, were pregnancy, brothers and/or sisters who had dropped out of school,

problems with the law, and lack of interpersonal and employment skills. Following a

preliminary screening, students and/or parents were usually totified of the mderts' eligibility

and students were "invited" to participate. Eight of the demonstrations sites allov:ed some

self-selection into the program; five did nor.

Teachers and administrators on the whole expressed satisfaction with their selection processes,

feeling that they had been able to attract the types of students who could benefit from The

WAVE, and indicated that similar selectiou processes would be repeated in ensuing years.

Improvement in grades, attendance and overall attitudes towards school among students

selected to participate indicated that, in general, the match between the Students and the

program was a good one. Some principals indicd that they would prefer to be able to

operate without ha iing to take into account the eligibility requirements dictated by the

funding organization (JTPA). One site, implementing The WAVE among its 10th grade

sttidents, felt that being able to select students whom teachers, counselors, and administrators

knew worked to the advantage of The WAVE. several teachers believed that they would do

a better job recruiting appropriate students in the second year because they will be more

familiar with the program and students will have had the opportunity to see th,sir peers'

responses to The WAVE,

Inevitably, funding sources exorcised a strong influence in the selection process. Where WAVE

was sponsored by JTPA, students were required to meet JTPA eligibility requirements. This

limited WAVE to students who were economically disadvantaged. This is not a WAVE

9
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eligibility ecquirement. This criterion precluded admission of other eligible students who did

not meet this specific requirement.

Problems with the. selection process included the fact that the sites were notified after the end

of the preceding school year about being accepted as a demonstration site, omission of

counselors from the selection process at several sites, and lack of adequate understanding of

the purposes and goals of The WAVE, a not unexpected situation in a new demonstration

program.

"iThe different approaches to student selection, as well as external factors influencing the

selection process resulted in a wide range of abilities, academic achievement, economic

backgrounds, and personal motivation among students. This wide range of student

characteristics inevitably implies that there will be difficulties and challenges in ensuring a

consistent program at every site, and that the curriculum will be accepted in different ways

at each demonstration school.

Students as Recruiters

Based on student feedback and comments from non-WAVE teachers at the schools, WAVE

students at many sites are beginning to market The WAVE to their class-mates who have

expressed an interest in learning about the program. This meets an objective of 7000 l's, stated

in the WAVE training manual, that "ideally, students should be attracted to the program

because of word-of-mouth testimony regarding the positive aspects of the program. Students

should want to participate because the program offers a chance for success, is relevant to their

needs, and is perceived as socially acceptable."

Student !tetra Ion

Students at all sites expressed satisfaction with The WA i E, and indicated that they would

like to continuc if the program were to be offered a second year and if their schedules would

allow continuation. Mid-year retention statistics showed that the majority of students chosc

to remain in the WAVE program. For those few who left The WAVE, the most frequently

reason cited was that the student dropped nut of school altogether or moved. Students who

withdrew from The "AVE but stayed in school cited scheduling conflicts with courses needed

for graduation; transfer to GED programs, or vie need to take reqt:ired credit courses as



reasons for leaving WAVE. Teachers noted family moves to diffcrént areas, pregnancies, and
thug-related caus:s as reasons for leaving school. At mid-year, approximately eighty students
had withdrawn from The WAVE across the thirteen sites.

Student Responses to The WAVE

Students generally viewed their participation in The WAVE as a positive and enjoyable
experienr- Specific benefits which were most often cited to evaluators during on-site
interviews included tangible improvements in academic achievement (ranging from passing
grades to making the honor rcle), strengthened sense of self-confidence, and clarification of
long-range/career plans.

During the site visits, students at each one of the demonstration schools had favorable
comments about their WAVE experiences. In particular, students were pleased with:

Caring teachers who supported and encouraged them academically as well as
personally.
A positive peer-group experience: A strong sense of cohesiveness and team
spirit was characteristic at almost every WAVE site.
A sense of "belonging" for the first time. For Cie most part, WAVE students had
never developed any group affiliaiiion. This sense of belonging someplace at
their schools and feeling that th:: teacher knew them was very important.
Affiliation with a national program: Students liked hearing about students at
other sites, and knowing that they were doing something that students a- und
the country were also involved with.
Exposure to the world of work: Students liked their field trips to businesses in
the communities as well as having speakers come in arid talk to them.
The opportunity to talk about personal areas of their lives in cass with a teacher
and friends who were interested and who would not make fun of them.
Learning how to set goals: Many students had never spent time "planning" their

fuiures. In WAVE classes, they were able to make the connection between
achievement in 'school and success in getting a job after graduation.

Nejative csponses to the program appeared to stem from a sense of being "different" and
earmarked for a adeop-out program" Where WAVE classes were isolated from the rem of the
school, or where students had to leave regular classes to participate in The WAVE, these
feelings cf "difference" were most prominent. At Lincoln and Bunche Career Centers, for
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example, students had to leave their vocational classes to attend WAVE classes. This made

them feel different from their peers, and it also caused some resentment about missing classes

that they perceived to be directly related to their ability to get employment. In two other sites,

WAVE classes are held in different buildings or annexes. These separate surroundings, usually

with unfavorable connotations ("The WAVE students are not good enough to have real class

rooms" was a quote from a student at one site) exacerbate the feeling of "poor cousi) lmong

some of the students. In one of the sites, The WAVE classroom was in the special education

wing of the school. This contributed to a set of perceptions among students and faculty alike

that The WAVE was just another program for special education students, and had little to do

with "mainstream kids. Within the WAVE classes, however, and among their WAVE

classmates, these same WAVE students expressed positive feelings about the program. Caring

teachers who supported and encouraged them, and a positive peer group experience were the

two most frequently cited reasons for students' enthusiasm about The WAVE.

The WAVE is a program that seeks to change young people's lives. Here are examples of what

the program has meant to two students.

One young girl interviewed during the site visits spoke openly to the interviewer:

"WAVE saved my life," she said. "It 43 my family. I can talk [to my teacher] about

anything, but I can't to my parents. Before WAVE. I could never have stood up in front of

a class and given a presentatz;v1."

At another site, the student intet :iews were conducted in a group. One young man sat

quietly in the back of the room saying nothing. When the interviewer asked him about

his personal responses to WAVE, he quietly said, "It gives me hope."

The teacher told the interviCwer later that this student had just made the honor roll f or

the first time in his life.

Teachers' Assessment of WAVE Students

WAVE Teachers: On the whole, WAVE teachers were favorably impressed with the progress

their students had made. Although final data were not available at the time of the site visits,

teachers at each school felt that the goals and expectations of the program for their students

were being met. Teachers specifically referred to improved attendance and academic

performance as tangible evidence of tue success of The WAVE. But teachers also pointed to

the marked charges in the attitudes of their students. "From day one, I could tell they felt
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different," said one WAVE teacher. "A lot of them said they didn't see any reason for staying

in school. The closeness of [the WAVE] group has made them feel better. Being able to talk,

also. The LETS allowed students to express themselves." A teacher at another site was equally

enthusiastic about students' improvement in areas of self-esteem and self-confidence. She

told the story Of a student in her class who had traditionally been reluctant to speak in front

of groups. Encouraged by the support of her classmates and the teacher, she entered a local

"Miss Rodeo" contest....and was a runner up! The teacher said that the girl's classmates were

just as proud of her achievement as the contestant herself, and this initial success had

provided great personal encouragement to the student.

Npn-WAVE Tea liters: The perceptions of the WAVE teachers were echoed 'oy many non-

WAVE teachers wko had WAVE students in their classes. Several of these teachers commented

favorably on the improvement of WAVEstudents in their classes. Teachers' remarks reflected

satisfaction with the improved attendance as well as academic performance, and specific

instances were cited of improved grades, improved attitudes towards school, increased self-

esteem, and improved class-room behavior. Non-WAVE teachers also commented on a

heightened interest in career opportunities and the benefits of being involved in community-

oriented activities. "A sense of cohesiveness among students in the WAVE classes" was cited

by one English teacher, who also said that he saw WAVE students beginning to recruit others

for participation in next year's program. Another teacher said, "I think that, especially with

our students it is a miracle, however small, if you just reach a few of these students who will

then stay in school to reach their potential. I think all the extra help is great."

THE ROLE OF THE WAVE TEACHER

Not surprisingly, at every si:e, the teacher proved to be the pivotal factor in The WAVE

program. WAVE teachers displayed enthusiasm for their work and a high level of commitment

to meeting the needs of at-risk students.

The WAVE program gave the teachers the structure and content necessary to make their

efforts with the students successful. These teachers are dedicated, caring and energetic, ahd

their efforts are appreciated by their students. During site interviews, students frequently

referred to the commitment and caring attitude of their WAVE teacher. For many teachers,

the WAVE curriculum was a new and challenging experience, requiring different teaching

methodologies. Many had never been involved in a complex, multi-component program before;

they were selected on the basis of their teaching ability, or interest in working with at-risk

youth. Many teachers felt that, as a result of the exposure and training provided by The
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WAVE and 70001, they had become better teachers. A teacher interviewed at one of the sites

said, "I will never teach the same way again."

Several key factors emerged as critical variables in developing an understanding of how the

WAVE teachers carried out thcir role.

Teswher Selection

Conversations with principals at the thirteen WAVE demonstration sites indicate that teachers

were selected in the following manner:

.

The principal selected a teacher he/she knew to be particularly qualified.

Notification of the implementation of The WAVE was distributed to all teachers at

each demonstration site and interested teachers were asked to volunteer.

The position was advertised externally, and the WAVE teacher was recruited from

outside the school.

In all cases, the principal made the final decision for the selection of The WAVE teacher.

Funding constraints influenced the selection process. In those sites where the teacher was

recruited from among the teachers at the school, budget restrictions required that the

principal select a teacher from within the ranks of on-site volunteers. One school

administrator conceded that the WAVE teacher was selected because she was the only teacher

to "volunteer" for the position. This lack of '-- terest was interpreted in some sites as the

pr..wailing attitude of teachers at the school towi..t-risk students. This attitude was further

reinforced at this site by teachers voting to have an in-service program in rapid eye movement

over a program on at-risk students. At all sites where The WAVE was expected to continue

for another year, administrators indicated that the current teacher would continue in The

WAVE program, and that new teachers would be added to take on additional WAVE classes.

Teacher Background

WAVE teachers came from diverse backgrounds and experiences, including special ed lation,

reading/English, vocational education, counseling, :with and science. One WAVE teacher had

been teaching school for almost ihirty years and brought extensive experience to her new

position. Ano .her teacher had recently acquired her certification alter working as a teachers'

aim. for i :veral years. The connecting thread among these teachers was a deep concern for

at-ri$:. students. It appears that no one single disciplinary background emerges which uniquely

14
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prepares an individual for being a WAVE teacher. It also appears, however, that previous
success as a teacher of at-risk students in more traditional contexts does not guarantee success
as a WAVE teacher, where multiple component program management is impoilant. For

teachers whose personalities and backgrounds equip them for this kind of program
management, The WAVE provides them the curriculum and support to teach the way they have

always wanted to.

70001 Teacher Training

Teachers were very impressed with the training provided by 70001. They appreciated not only
the discussions on teaching methodologies and classroom management techniques, but they also
liked getting together with other WAVE teachers "o exchange "war stories." One of the most
popular components of teacher training wori.shops was the "Swap Shop," in which teachers
shared a teaching technique that they found to be especially helpful in working with their
students.

Formal Training: The WAVE teacher training provided by 70001 was of critical importance
to the program's success. One school administrator spoke of immediate benefits of the
training seminars, 'She [the teacher] comes back from training sessions fu! energy and
enthusiasm. The student s. respond well to her excitement, and get excited too." For many
teachers, The WAVE presented a series of challenges they had not experienced before and for
/hich training was the key. Challenges cited most often by WAVE teachers were a lack of

broad experience in working with at-risk students, lack of experience with multi-component
programs, and lack of exposure to the type of curriculum developed by 70001. One teacher
commented that, for him, the most challenging part of his experience as a WAVE teacher has
been., "Trying to help [the students] develop more positivr; self-esteem, because some of them

almost seem as though they have a stake in feeling bad." For many teachers, interactive
learning components, where lessons and experiences are combined to reach a common objective,

were new. The diversity of WAVE teachers' backgrounds and experiences presented a vast
army of needs to be satisfied during the course of training provided hy 70001 and underscores

the importance of intensive and comprehensive training programs.

When WAVE teachers were asked in which areas they felt least comfortable in implementing
The WAVE program, their responses were an extensive list of requests, indicating that their
own teaching experiences had not fully prepared them to assume the responsibilities for such
a complex and dynamic program. One teacher replied, ".... Probably the organizational kinds
of things -- getting WAVE off the ground." Feelings of inadequacy were frequent, directl!.
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related to the implementation of the external components of the program. An example is he

statement by a teacher about what was one of the greatest challenges, "I think probe-1y PR

[public relations], PR at first was staggering. It is hard to talk to reporters and get thm to

come out to look at your program. That's very difficult." All WAVE teachers said they had

some concerns about implenwnting the program at the outset. This indicates that no

traditional teaching experience or set of experiences prior to being a WAVE teacher provides

the training a: , experiences necessary to manage this kind of program. Both the content and

process information provided by 70001 were of invaluable assistance to The WAVE teachers.

70001's strong mnd capatilc efforts on behalf of these teachers and the consistent attention to

their needs have contributed to the development of an energetic, positive, and committed

group of teachers. Continuing and expanding the scope of WAVE teacher training is one

factor which will, according to the teachers at the demonstration sites, have a very positive

and direct impact on The WAVE program.

Networkine Amons WAVE Teachers: As much as the training itself, however, teachers

appreciated the opportunity to meet with and get to know their peers at other demonstration

sites. A sense of isolation is pervasive throughout the r;aching profession, and even more so

among teachers whose work with at-risk students is frequently accorded little value by their

colleagues. Sharing experiences, personal anecdotes, and areas of mastery and skill were

considered highlights of the training sessions.

Teachers frequently expressed the desire to have more time together and to cement the sense

of camaraderie and "esprit de corps" they felt when they were together. Consolidating and

developing the sense of being a psrt of a national network can contribute to WAVE teachers'

sense of professional pride as well as to personal needs for affiliation.

Additional Areas Ilf_11.1111illiLNeeda: Teachers would like to sec training contintie, and

expressed the desire to see additional components added to the resources made available to

them. When asked about specific ideas, teachecs had many suggestions which often were

related to the external aspects of The WAVE. Teacher suggestions fall into three broad

categories:

external Relations:
Institutional marketing/fund-raising
Community Outreach
Public relations

31
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Management:
Managing complex and diverse programs

Instfuctional.sttegivi:
Diff erent learning styles of students
How to motivate students
Creative/flexible classroom management techniques

Colleagues' Perceptions of WAVE Teachera: Regardless of the teacher's background or

training, there were invariably hurdles to overcome in terms of colleagues' attitudes during

the early days of the implementation of The WAVE at different demonstration sites. In the

early months, until schooi staffs had the opportunity to learn more about The WAVE program,

WAVE teachers were perceival to benefit from special perks and advantages not available to

non-WAVE teachers: Trips to Washington, release time for field trips, LETS training, special

technical assistance from 70001, and smaller class sizes for the WAVE classes frequently

provoked resentment and/ oz misunderstanding among other professional staff in the schools.

This widespread lack of understanding is a strong and important indication that 7000, cannot

presume that there is effective communication about the program.

Lack of adequate information about The WAVE was not the only factor influencing non-

WAVE teachers' attitudes about the program. A cause of conflict between WAVE teachers and

other school personnel in some sites was a perception that The WAVE by passed other staff

members' responsibilities. In one site, WAVE students were no longer scheduled by school

counselors, but by the teacher (a decision made independently by the Assistant Principal).

This circumvention of traditional school protocol created a considerable amount of animosity

among teachers, who felt that the WAVE teacher was being given preferential treatment, and

counselors, who felt excluded from the WAVE process.

Tsacher's Aides: Most WAVE teachers expressed the need for a teacher's aide. Several

teachers had aides and the teachers all felt that these aides were of great help. At one site,

aides were automatically provided to all remedial teachers; at another site, the aide was

Provided thrcvgh The WAVE's affiliation with another program; at yet another site, the

teacher's aide was a student. This creative solution not only helped the teacher, but also

helped to change this student's opicions of his peers who were designated "at-risk:' WAVE

teachers felt that their aides were of the greatest assistance in helping the teachers cope with

the quantity of paperwork required by 70001, as well as with classroom management.
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THE WAVE CURRICULUM

At all sites, fOr students and teachers alike, The WAVE curriculum presented something new

and, therefore, was intriguing and enjoyable. This "newness" varied from site to site. In some

places, the novelty was in the dynamic and interactive nature of the lessons. Students

expressed pleasure at being in a class where they spent the majority of their time "relating" to

other students and to the teacher. Teachers expressed pleasure at the "relevance" of the

curriculum to the needs of at-risk students who are frequently turned off by the apparent

lack of connection between their other classes and what they sec to be "real life."

Student Responses to the WAVE Curriculum:

In general, students were very responsive to the WAVE curriculum. They reported liking

lessons related to employment skills and career opportunities as well as goalsetting and self-

esteem. With few exceptions, the students rewonded well to the openness that the lessons

prompted and felt that the other students irs the WAVE classes had become their friends and

their allies. The openness of the discussions helped them to realize that they were not the only

ones experiencing particular kinds of problems and frustrations.

Other favorable responses to the curriculum addressed the dynamic nature of the WAVE

classes. Students liked the many dif f erent aspects of their classes: group discussions and small

group work, guest stmakers and lectures, field trips, and considerable "freedom of speech."

Most students felt that they could say anything to their teacher and that she/he would still

accept them. Without always beihg able to identify specific reasons, students realized that

WAVE classes were different from their other classes: Their WAVE classes were small; their

WAVE teacher cared about them, and so did their classmates; and, in their WAVE classes, they

got to talk about "real life." One student commented, "(Our teacher] shows us how to be

responsible and how to respect each other. We have conversations about the homeless and

people with AIDS. I learned that I can help homeless people and I need to treat people with

AIDS in the same way I treat other people." WAVE classes, for many, provided a sense of

belonging, trust, and openness -- qualities which these students were not able to exmlrience in

any (lher school environment. From students' comments, it appears that the cur:;culum

played an important part in the development and sustenance of this kind of nurturing

environment.

Students also responded well to the "demystification" of the world of work. Many students

expressed relief at finally feeling that they were getting a grasp of what employment was all
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about, and F.ome students reported having decided on future employment as a result of WAVE

classes, fitio trips, and visits by guest speakers on job-related issues.

The wide range of students participating in the WAVE program ensured an equally wide range

of responses to the curriculum. One indication of this diversity can be seen in the different

responses given to the same lesson: A t one school, students responded very favorably to a lesson

asking them to write a letter to themselves and approached the task with enthusiasm and

excitement. At another site, this same lesson was met with skepticism and resistance by

students who did not appreciate the purpose of the activity or thought it was cuildish. The

group which expressed these negative reactions was also a group in which several students

made the honor roll. To f urther illustrate the diversity of responses to the curriculum, many

students stated that one thing they liked about the WAVE classes was that they learned to deal

with real-life problems, like anger, and unsatisfactory relationships. However, for some

students. the deeply personal nature of somc of the discussions was threatening and they round

it uncomfortablA to open up in a group settinzf.

The different, yet overwhelmingly positive responses to the curriculum indicate that the

nature of the WAVE curriculum helps to create an environment where students are able to

talk about real life issues and consequently develop a sense of closeness with their peers. One

student interviewed said, "The WAVE students have become my friends. [When the school yo r

started] the other students in the class were not my friends to begin with, but now we are very

good friends."

Some students did find that the curriculum was sometimes "too easy" and said that there were

times when they were bored. An interviewer asked a group of students what they do in class,

and in their WAVE workbooks. A student responded, "I think they're easy. They're too easy.

We're smart enough for The WAVE workbooks.* Students also commented OG the excessive

amount of writing. Students at another site vtid that "there was too much writing in class.

Too many paragraphs." This comment came from a site in which five students made the honor

roll at the end of the year, and was also echoed by students ;,o were more borcit;rline.

Program specialists also mentioned that many teachers had commented on the "excessive"

writing assignments. ,.

The one problem with WAVE classes which may or will have to affect students' decisions to

enroll or continue is the preblem of credit for the course. Although one school will give

academic credit next year in a required course for graduation because the WAVE teacher is

certified to teach English, other schocAs had yet made similar accommodations, and are able
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to give only elective credit for partieipailon in WAVE courses, if they give credit at all. There

is ono site which gives no credk Students who must get required credits for graduation

express considerable reluctance Nt not being able to continue in the program. WAVE, for

many, has been a support group and students wonder how they will be able tc ,:se it without

the encouragement of the WAVE teacher and their friends. One site is looking at alternative

scheduling ariangements to enable students to continue, at least in part, by alternative

attendance at WAVE and gym classes for those who need to make up courses required for

graduation.

Teacher Response and Use of the Cur-imam

Teachers, in general, Spoke favorably of lie content and the substance of the WAVE

curriculum. Specifically, teachers felt that it filled ?,.ips for much needed information on

employment skills and career awareness, as well as in areas of personal values and attitudes.

Several teachers commented that they appreciated the relevance and the "real life" components

of the program. The WAVE curriculum also provided them with a handle on approaching

some of the more problematic areas of at-risk studems (poor attitudes toward school and poor

self-image, to cite the most common examples) in a structured manner. Once studeuts became

used to the morc "personal" nature of the WAVE classes; teachers felt that they responded well

and bei.efited from the lessons and the discussions. Questions and concerns teachers had about

the curriculum were not so much on the substantive portions of each lesson, but rather on the

more mechanical asp cts of applying this curriculum to their particular group of students with

their own individual levels of ability, skills, and interests.

The WAVE curriculum is designed to involve the wacher closely in "developing" each lesson.

For example, an outline will be presented, but the lesson plan will not contain all of the

detailed information about the subject (health issues were cited by teachers as falling into this

category). The teacher was expected to gather supplemental resources independently. For

many teachers, this expectation for curriculum augmentation is a new experience.

Consequently, many comments which address the need for additional information and further

substance can be accounted for by teachers' original assumption that the WAVE curriculum

was complete, and that the teachers' job was to "teach" it.

Schoo' Wide Applleatloa of WAVE Currieuluin

Administrators at WAVE sitos felt that The WAVE curriculum was very helpful, and filled

certain gaps in their School-wide programs. One administrator felt that a strong valve of the
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curriculum was that it provided a systematic mentor relationship between a student and the
WAVE teachers: structures for accountability, communication, and affirmation/
encouragement were built in to classroom activities. Other school administrators said that the
WAVE curriculum filled gaps for students such as leadership development, goal setting,
communicating with adults, and expressing anger. The WA -2 provided an important resource
for addressing these issues which were not so well dealt vi in schools, especially with at-risk students.

School administrators re1t that The WAVE.provides personal attention to particular students
who may not receive it in any other part of their school experience, and that students who
would otherwise not stay in school made a decision to complete their education. One
enthusiastic principal commented that he liked The WAVE "Because it works!"

Additionally, administrators felt that non-WAVE students could te,nef it from exposure to
many of the components of The WAVE. When asked if he would change anything about the
program in the comin3 year, the principal of one demonstration site responded, "If I could, I
would have every child in the school go through this [The WAVE]. What's in the curriculumis very in. _twit. It helps to create "passion" in young peo-,le..and exposes them to a 'can do'
attitude."

Some principals believe WAVE teaqhers can serve as resources to other teachers at their
schools, and hope to develop some strategies to accomplish this objective.
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

The implementation of The WAVE at the demonstration sites called for the simultaneous

introduction of a new curriculum, leadership development and community service activitics

for students, and outreach activities to involve parents and the external communit. Sites

varied in their ability to develop all programmatic areas during the first year of WAVE, but

solid starts in some schools are not only encouraging but also indicative of the value of these

activities. Expectations for full implementation for all programmatic activities were

apparently modified by 70001 during the first year of The WAVE, but changes in expectations

were not, in every case, clear to the demonstration sites. Teachers, in particular, expressed

considerable anxiety at not having been able to do everything in the first year. Within the

limitation of time and resources, however, there were Liany successes which can provide the

basis for growth and improvement in the future.

The WAVE Career Association

The WAVE Career Association is to --ye as a *national organization...that contributes to

student growth through personal skills development, recognition, community service, and

leadership activitits" (introduction to WAVE program manual)

Some demonstration sites established a Career Association, much as 70001 envisioned. These

associations varied according to the personality and personal vision of the WAVE teacher.

Some sites did not establish a Career Association. However, teachers in all sites expressed

strong support for incorporating structured experiences which could contribute to the

cohesiveness of the WAVE classes and develop team spirit and leadership qualities. Time,

teacher comfort level, assessment/students' readiness and skill in establishing and managing

extracurricular programs were all factors that entered into whether there was a formal WAVE

Career Association, or some activities which were consistent with the types of activities

envisioned for a formal association.

Some activities included trips to different cultural events and to places of work (newspapers.

TV/radio studios, diftlrent manufacturing plants, community businesses), fundraising

activities, sports activities, and community service activities. More impatant than whether

there was election of student officers and the structuring of an organization, however, was t he

opportunity for students' expor.gre to and involvement in their communities, and the larger

world around them, that these activities provided. A student in one site said that all the
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students in that WAVE class sent valentines to veterans as a class project. "What I liked about
The WAVE is that when we did the valentines for the veterans, I waS called up by my church
pastor to come down. And they had seen my name in the newspapers, and he cited my
achievements in The WAVE." Students spoke with pride about being able to raise money for
an individual in need or for WAVE class purposes, and about other opportunities for service
and/or recognition which grew out of their WAVE Career Association or related activities.
At one site, the group used the money it raised from bake sales to provide breakfast (donuts,
hot chocolate, and juice) for the WAVE classes. The teacher commented that, if it weren't for
this, many students would not get breakfast. A WAVE teacher at one demonstration site,
where transportation problems made staying after school for formal association type activities
difficult fo l. laany students, was able to get tickets to opera and ballet performances donated
from the cultural centers in the city. The stui.-...ats loved these Activities. For many, it was the
first time they had ever seen live performances of any kind. It made them feel "like real
people." Association activities in many cases became an extension of the WAVE classes.
Several sites reported a reluctance to hold elections for class officers (this was at an
alternative school, where there were no other clubs and no officers) and in some sites,
"officers" held titles without any responsibility, and weren't surr about the purpores of having
elected of ficers.

Teachers generally agreed that WAVE students were not, as a whole, students who naturally
gravitated towards affiliations and group memberships. Sensitivity and care need to be
ex...rcised in ensuring that, however these activities are interpreted and implementtd, they
become success experiences for those students who are involved. Students, teachers, and
administrators all agreed, however, that involvement in the life of the school and in the larger
community war. a beneficial experience for all k.. ,VE students, and were committed to
improving the range, structure, and purposes of these activities.

At one site, the Career Association is viewed as competing with an existing organization. The
one club mentioned specifically as a "rival" organization was the DECA Vocational Club,
which is a very active, visible, and energetic organization with a large student membership,
and which sponsors different school-wide fundraising events and projects a career and
community service orientation. The WAVE teacher was able to help clarify this distinction
by stressing that the activities of the WAVt Association were for the benefit of WAVE
students and the WAVE class. Proceeds from a bake sales for example, were used for WAVE
class activities. Although the purpose of each group is very different, many non-WAVE
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teachers and school staff perceived these two groups to be in competition with one another.

Where this type of situation exists, it is important for the WAVE teacher to clarify, to students

and to school staff, what the nurposes of WAVE activities m.

Other constraints on having a full WAVE Career Association were determined by the nature

of the sites themselves: Students attendini, Lincoln and Bunch Career Centers and Mountain

High School were bussed in from many different parts of their school- districts and were

dependent on scheduled public transportation to get home. In these cases, teachers included

WAVE Career Association type activities during class time or, where possible, provided their

own transportation for evening activities.

Where little or no extracurricular activities exist (alternative schools) and where students come

from long dktances (magnet schools, vocational schools) extracurricular activities are dif ficult

to manage. Transportation and scheduling are major obstacles in some cases. "Elitism" (having

a different opportunity from what other students have) was cited as an obstacle at another

site.

Because of schedule constraints and/or the inability to hold meetings af ter school, several

WAVE teachers have set aside class periods for Career Association activities on a regular basis.

Other teachers personally volunteered to provide after-hours transportation for their students

so that their classes could participate in group activities. The charge of "elitism" that might

have resulted from having association officers at a site where them were no other school clubs

was salved by class selection of project leaders for a one-time event.

Teachers generally displayed considerable ingenuity in devising means to enable thcir students

to participate in group community-involvement activities. Students and teachers recognize the

value of the supplemental, community oriented activities and are len concerned with the

formal uructure of a WAVE Career Association.

Occasionally, students and teachers expressed some confusion about the purpose of these

activities, wondering if they were to be "character development" programs, extensions of class-

work, fun, or service. And, it is important to .,ote that just saying that a Career Association

exists does not mean that there is one. During one site visit, the teacher asked stt,den t. who

the Career Association officers were. No one, not even the elected association of f'icers, could

identify themselves.
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Parental Inyolyemett

Parents of WAVE students who were interviewed during the site visits were post.ive in their
appraisals a the impact of The WAVE on their children. One parent commented, 'I've noticed
great improvements in [my :on]. I've noticed improvements in Ks grades and his study
habits...This year, [he] has never missed a day of' school." Parents interviewed in the sites
supported the efforts of the WAVE teacher and appreciated that the schools were doing
something to rca..:h students who were "not slow, but who just needed a push." One mother
said, "It's a second chance for my daughter. She was going to drop out, and nothing I could
stay would stop hur." Parents also noted and liked the frienchhips that had developed among
WAVE classnwes.

Parents were also pleased with the efforts of the schools and the teachers to keep in regular
contact with them. "I was surprised at first to get calls from the teacher when nothing was
wrong," said one pat ent. "But it nice to hear that [my daughter] is doing well and isn't having
any problems. I appreciate that."

Parent involvement with programmatic components nf The W'.VE were limited. Many parents
work, and are not able to attend school functions on a regular basis. Some part.nts attended
social functions and many had met their child's WAVE teacher. The parents interviewed said
that they would approve if their children wanted to participate in The St et,VE for a second
year.

Some parents who were irr,erviewed also appreciated th "breathing" room that the schools
provided them, expressing relief that the schools could take over for them (parents) when they
felt tht;: were no longer capable of having an influence in their children's lives. These pal ents

also noted the progress then students had made sine. their involvement in :he WAVE. Several
commented on the dedication of the teacher. "She calls with good news, not just bad," was the
comment of one parent who was pleased, and even surprised, to be getting reports about her
child's progress.

However, the area of parental involvement is also another area where first-year expectations
have been modified to correspond to reality. The most revealing response to questions of
parental 'nvolvement a.s part of the implementation of The WAVE came from a teacher who
said, "At risk students tend .o have at-risk parents." Responses of many WAVE teachers to

questions about parental hivolvement indicated that, for many students, school was a haven,
a place they could escape stre3sful and even harmful home situations.
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Individual teachers varied in the extent and success of their one-on-one involvement or group

involvement with parents, although they are all committed to maintaining close conmt with

the WAVE parents. The consensus is that parental involvement in The WAVE is important and

should be maintained as an objective for the program, but that the teachers should proceed

with discretion, particularly in the case of dysfunctional families. Teachers and

administrators also admit that they have difficulty in defining what parent involvement

means and how they should structure it. Parental involvement is a desirable but not rigorously

pursued option.

Community Involvement

The expectations for and outcomes of community involvement, as well as the roles of the

teachers and administrators as initiators and developers of community-wide programs v2 ried

from school to school and, as in other programmatic areas, goals and expectations for the first

year were reevaluated and modified throughout the year.

One distinction to make in the further development of this program component is that rural,

suburban, and urban schools will ultimately develop this programmatic area in different ways.

Available resources and opportunities for community involvement differ greatly in each of

these types of communities, and guidance tailored to needs and resources of different

communities will help teachers in future implementation of community involvement activities.

Perhaps specific examples, based on this first years's experiences, will help to provide teachers

in these dif ferent types of spool districts with a more reolistic set of expectations for their

community outreach. Again, as with extracurricular activities, teachers with little formal

training experienced frustration and a sense of incompetence which came, in part, from

unrealistic expectations for first-year program start-up.

Teachers at all demonstration sites admitted that the development of community linkages was

not first on their list during the first year of the program. They cited attention te individual

needs of students as their number one priority, followed by the administrative details involved

in the implementation of a new program. Where The WAVE dovetailed with an existing

program with community linkages, The WAVE benefited from being able to access an external

network that was already in place.

Administrators and teachers occasionally interpreted this programmatic area dif ferently, or

assumed for themselves different aspects of community involvement. One teacher did not

participate in community fundraising, leaving that to the administrator, but depended on
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community participation in gome of the more career-oriemed aspects of the program.

Community participation, where developed, was more widely used in conjunction with
employment-related activities. Students all liked guest speakers as well as visits into their

communities.

A consistent comment by teachers refIncted an overall sense of inadequacy regarding

community outreach. Even those who appeared to have innate viblic relations skills in this

area expressed the need for additional training in f undraising, institutional marketing, and

public relations. Those teachers who feel that their place is with their students and in the

classroom are completely bewildered by the prospect of going out into the community to solicit

programmatic involvement as well as financial support for some program activities. Some have

reacted by not involving themselves at all. A team approach to WAVE program mana3ement

was suggested by some teachers and administrators in order to have the WAVE benefit from

complementary skills. Another variable discussed during the site interviews was the

conflicting demands on the teachers' time: Where the teacher is working exclusively with

WAVE students and programs, he/she is able to spend more time on clmmunity-development

activities than w'en the teacher has non-WAVE related classes and responsibilities.

Advisory Committees

Sites varied in their implementation of this component of The WAVE but a factor almost all

had in common was a relative lack of participation by persons from the local business

community in the activities of the program. In most sites, if there was a committee, it was

comprised of individuals at the school site (administrators, counselors, and occasionally other

teachers); in some cases, representatives from the central administration wt.,e on the

committee. Where The WAVE was closely affiliated with another program (JTPA, Cities in

Schools, The Futures Program), committees for these programs served, de facto, as advisory

committees to The WAVE as well. Teachers described their committees as groups of

individuals from within their schools concerned with the needs of at-risk students which

se -ied as internal consultants to the program. They were there to "bounce around ideas" and

offer advice and suggestions if there were problems. In most sites, there were no formal

meetings of an advisory committee. WAVE teachers expressod appreciation for the potential

benefits to The WAVE of a strong advisory group, particularly one with substantial business

representation. The teachers admitted, however, that in the order of first-year priorities, the

development of such a committee was a low priority.
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III, CONCLUSIONS

The integration of proven concepts and methodologies into the structure of the education

program in a school is the greatest challenge faced by demonstration programs in schloo::

70001 has the requisite solid first year results from which it can institutionalhte its program.

Eleven of the thirteen demonstration sites are continuing the WAVE. But: The WAVE,

irrespective of its demonstrated positive imPact on students in the f irst year and the validity

of the program's concepts and design, will be affecte..1 by chalwages inherent in any process

of institutionalization. Therefore, certain generic institutionalization issues and their

relationship to the future of The WAVE need to be addressed in some detail.

Objectives for the institutionalization of The WAVE are two-fold: 70001 seeks success in the

demonstration of the program in order to t4tain and expand the program to additional students

in the original sites and expand the program to schools across the country. Another set of

objectives focuses on the integration of basic education concepts embodied in The WAVE --

interactive teaching, understanding of the relationship of education and work, improved

student self-esteem, student centered schools, etc. -- into the struCture of secondary education,

particularly in those school districts and schools serving large numbers of students who are

historically at-risk either for leaving school or graduating with little sense of self or direction.

The demographics of the nations' youth population underscore the importance of these WAVE

concepts to restructuring secondary education.

No person interviewed throughout the year, including persons in two of the demonstration

sites who had reservations about the overall student progreas in the program at their sites,

questioned the need for The WAVE as a means of improving social and educational outcomes

for the targeted student population. And, even more importantly, the majority of school staff

interviewed in the demonstration sites noted positive changes, in attitude or educational

achievement, among WAVE students in the first year of the program.

The challezge facing 70001 in the institutionalization of the program does not stem from an

assessment of the merits of the program design or the experierce in the first demonstration

year. The challenge is in the complex problems inherent in attempting to effr,ct ead

institutionalize change in schools. These problems are discussed below in relation to The

WAVE. Specific recommendations 70001 might implement to assist in the; institutionvlization

of The WAVE are made in Section III. of this report, Recommendations.
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About Change In Schools
U.S. elementary and secondary education has a weak history of institutionalizing zuccessful
demonstration programs or promising components of these programs in schools. The reasons
are complex and result both from the basic institutions structure ot schools and the behaviors
of those external to the schools investing in and hoping to be a catalyst for change and
improvement. While the purpose of this report is not to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the change process in schools, the following discussion highlights some of the specific problems

of demonstration programs which we believe should be addressed as immediately as possible

and to which 70001 and the funders of The WAVE should give concerted attention. These
findings do not reflect weaknesses in The WAVE, but rather the realities of institutionalizing

change in schools.

caltiamian_sfEng_far_ jamonation_Eragramx All demonstration programs
dependent on special funding or a combination of general revenue support and special funds
are vulnerable to losing their funding. Sometimes, decisions about continuing finaucial
support are made simply on the basis of the longevity of a program in a school or school
district, or the number of students affected by a continuation or discontinuation of the
program. Demonstration programs tend to suffer from the absence of articulated messages
which explain the program in terms of its relationship to the basic mission of a school and
make clear its potential for longer term impact to help meet school district/school objectio es.
Demonstration programs rarely have a "political* base of support in their early years. Schcol
and district administrators and the school board are pulled in many different directions over
the allocation of funds once outside funding is decreased or eliminate('

Two demonstrating schools, Paducah Tilghman High School and Mountain High School, are
not oontinuing the program in the 199041 school year. This, despite wl,^t is by any
calculation a aiodost expense for The WAVE teacher salary, payment to 70001 for materials

and teacher training, and any additional cost for a whale or part of a teacher required for
periods during a day when a WAVE teacher would b teaching a normal load in the regular
school program. The WAVE teachers and principals, as well as the students in these schools
were very positive about The WAVE, but the program fell victim to the common practice of
cutting back on what is perceived as a special or additional program and which therefore can
be eliminated to preser ire the "real school program."

These decisions typiiy what can happen to very promising programs like The WAVE when

they do not have adequate time to uemonstrate their value and have not received the benefit
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of concerted district/school efforts to assure wide understanding of their purposes and

objectives relative to the basic educational mission of the schools.

Demonstration programs most apt to generate continuation with general revenue funding are

those which have well-informed and committed internal school district and school level

constituencies, as well as an articulate external support base. It is a fact of polir'lal life that

school districts cut programs for athletically and academically gifted students and/or special

education students at the peril of the wrath of articulate and committed parcnts and/or

community members. So far, children and youth at risk of school failure cannot count on

such vocal external support to save their programs.

Ihtlhooringua_DjAhaducjailiumm: Comprehensive demonstration programs, such a"

The WAVE, generally serve a limited number of students (usually not even all those who

would qualify or benefit) and are usually supported in whole, or in part, by external funding.

Therefore, they are perceived as "add ons," and do not have an impact as a major presence in

a school. Few school staff are directly involved and, therefore, do not see themselves as

having any relationship to these programs. Even successful demonstration programs have an

unfortunate history of "here today and gone tomorrow." Long-tenured stall hav;1 seen many

special programs "come and go" An their districts and schools. The process through which these

programs are translated into the basic mission and operation of schools has received little

attention. There often is resentment, particularly in an era of limited resources and school

budget cuts, about the special resources and/o: special administrative accommodations

provided for demonstration programs.

As would be expected, the seeds of such institutionalization problems are in The WAVE

demonstration schools. Generally, there was minimal knowledge about the program among

school staff except ror the supervisin administrators and counselors who also served WAVE

students.

In some sites, there was, from out outset, resentment about the special resources provided, the

WAVE teacher's perceived "lighter" load, and opportunities for trips to the 70001 teacher

training sessions. In some of these sites, the principal and/or the WAVE superv sing

administrator was astute enough to pick up on these initial grumblings and to recognize their

potentially negative implications for the program. Special efforts made in these schools to

create fuller understanding of the program seemed to have had positive effects on school

staff and their reactions to The WAVE.
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Administrators and/or counselors in some sites stated that all students could benefit from some

elements of The WAVE. However, we did not find any site where the administration had

developed oi was planning a strategy to help school staff understand how concepts and/or

program elements of The WAVE were related to the totality of the school.

Quanizational Change: School administrators and teachers are not trained in organizational

change prc..ess. Notwithstanding the current experiments with school based managamefit,

schools basically carry out decisions made by the school district hierarchy. Reorganization of

programs, staff and teaching is foreign to the expected and historically rewarded behaviors

and experience of most teachers. In addition, schools arc subject to myriad and sometimes

conflicting streams of regulations and policies which school staff feel powerless to change.

And, .nally, schools operate within bureaucracies which by their very nature commonly

inhibit change.

The majority of school staff interviewed in the demonstration sitel recognized that for

students enrolled in The WAVE, and additional students who could not be accommodated in

the first year, school success, retention to graduation, and a positive transition to either work

and/or additional education and, or training is problematic. However, and not surprisingly,

the implications of basic changes in the structure of teaching and learning, analogous to those

incorporated in The WAVE for broad institutionalization in the schools are not yet generally

recognized, articulated, or accepted. There were some, within the cadre of WAVE teachers

themselves and other staff, who did articulate the need not only to expand the total program

to many more students (not just those most obviously in need) at each grade level, but also io

incorporate WAVE teaching methodologies and programmatic components into the overall

school curriculum.

Problems of organizational change will affect the expansion of The WAVE to additional

students in current grade levels in The WAVE and the possibility foi student participation in

The WAVE through the full grade 9-12 program sequence. A$ was noted earlier in this report,

among students who withdrew from the program (and not from school) in the demonstration

sites, school scheduling problems and the need to fulfill graduation credit requirements caused

most program withdrawals. Given the reality that failure or near failure in the regular school

curriculum was probable without intervening support from The WAVE, the question has to be

asked about the rationality of unbending school structures and the lack of creative solutions

for such situations found in the nation's high schools. It is possible to solve such problems, as

one demonstration site °Toyed. For the 1990-1991 school year, The WAVE class period will be
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extended and will incorporate a required English course. In this school, The WAVE teacher

is also a certified English tea.,ner.

School District and Internal School Communion= Few school districts or schools pay

adequate attention to effective communications, either internally or with external constituents.

Well defined objectives and inschods fo communications tend to be lacking. Most school

districts and schools rely on newsletters, bolletin board notices, a memo placed in staff mail

boxes, as well as a "need to known criterion for communication. There is little evidence in

schools of targeting information differently according to audiences and anticipating how

information will be translated.

These general characteristics of communications are true in The WAVE's demonstrations sites.

Findings from the site visits, as ell as responses of teachers and administrators during earlier

periods of information gathering, indicate that knowledge about The WAVE in the

demonstratior schools is not widespread and school-wide communications about the program

have received minimal attention. The selection of the school, some program description with

purpose and objectives, and the name of the teacher were generally communicated early in the

school year. However, organized efforts for on-going and follow-up communications were

minimttl in the sites and specific activities allowing discussion of the program in faculty

meetings or presentations by The WAVE tea0er were rare. Even strongly scpportive school

administrators who believed that all the school staff could benefit from learning about The

WAVE had no explicit plans for communications strategies but, we believe, would be very

receptive to assistance in this area.

Communications strategies to build visibility and communication with the school district

administration and school board were weak, except where a central district administrator had

a direct relationship with the program. In one site, the teacher showed exceptional initiative

and creativity in organizing a panel presentation by WAVE students, to which she invited

school staff and members of the central administration. The students reportedly were very

proud to participate in the discussion, which was well received by those in attendance.

However, WAVE teachers in the majority of demonstration sites t!..sit they lacked the

experience, skills, or access for effective external communication to build knowledge about

and involvement in the program with the extended school or school district community.

Demonstration programs

require time to prove themselves sufficiently to become truly institutionalized. By thcir ver

nature -- a demonstration of something new, a new combina tion of program elements.

ns te .1
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something different from what a majority in a school defincs as "normal", a tangible presence
that says something should change , small and frequently isolated -- demonstration proE ms
demand careful and nurturing support over sufficient time to demonstrate thcir potential.
And, very importantly, these programs need adequate funding not just to get started, but to
overcome the challenges discussed above, along with others, that face demonstration programs.
Usually, funders of national or local demonstration prngrams commit to 1-2 years, sometimes
three years, gradually diminishing support over the funding period. In addition, while
resources may be incorporated in grants for program implementation and a national sponsoring
organization's technical assistance to demonstration sites, this support tends to be concentrated
on start-up rather than on the more difficult succeeding ycars when the excitement of
"newness' and winning the grant a1e gone, and the hard work of continued operation and
institutionalization begins.

Tlie WAVE is at the critical juncture for demonstration programs and needs sufficient
commitment of funders over the next i:aree to four years for 70001 to develop and support
institutionalization strategies for the demonstration sites and to incorporate these strategies
into the implementation of The WAVE as the program expands tc other schools.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The WAVE is generally counted a success within the demonstration site schools. WAVE

teachers and students are positive about student achievements and attitudinal changes. In the

view of WAVE teachers, th program contributed significantly to the improved behavior and

academic performance of most WAVE students. In the absence of quantitative data based on

strict comparability among the sites, it is difficult to relate specific indicators of student

success to the variables in the programs among the sites. However, the attendance records and

report cards at each demonstration site show considerable progress for most students and, in

several instances, outstanding academic improvement for some WAVE students.

The curriculum is the key to The WAVE's success and, when used by these dedicated teachers,

was a powerful tool to engage WAVE students in their own learning. There are other factors

about the program that also contribute to the program's success: small class sizes, intensive

teacher involvement with and support of the WAVE students, and the 70001 training and year

1( ag assistance for WAVE teachers. The WAVE teacher training program and on-site

assistance deserves commendation both for its demonstrated usefulness and the positive

comparisons WAVE teachers n ade between 70001 teacher training and usual inservice

programs.

As would be expected in the start-up of a comprehensive demonstration program,

implementation was uneven among sites and among program components within each

demonstration site. These observations should not be construed as negative comments about

the program, but rather as substantiation of the challenge of implementing an innovative,

multi-component program in traditional school settings. The first year is a beginning. The

need continues for refining program elements, providing support to WAVE teachers, and

developing strategies to institutionalize the program and extend program elements so that they

might have a broader impact in schools which have The WAVE.

1EL presents two categories of recommendations for consideration by 70001. The first set

derives from an analysis of major suggestions from the demonstrat:on sites themselves

(thoughts from WAVE teachers and students, school administrators, and other school staff).

These recommendations are filtered through IEL's observations across the WAVE sites, our

experience with programs with similar oP..lectives, and our understanding of education reform

and change process. The second set of recommendations derive from an analysis of the site
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visitors' cross-site observations about the implementation of The WAVE sad our identification

and projections of generic issues which will affect 70001's next steps in implementation and

program institutionalization.

Recommendations Derived from the Demonstration Sites' Suggestions

These recommendations are not all within the purview of 70001 to effect. However, 70001,

if it has sufficient national resources, could help focus attention at the sites and provide

assistance/guidance in responding to the recommendations. Some of the suggestions are

important to consider for first year implementation as The WAVE expands to other sites.

traariallaithnittailfal: The leyci of 70001's teghnical assigance should bcmaintainedior

the sqco:d year ofaiskea4V VE. if oossible. Teachers expressed the need for support for full

implementation and expansion of the program to additional grades within their schools Some

teachers stated that, after the first year, they now know the important questions to ask and

can define better thc assistanne they need from the national program.

V

InIzlementation of all comvonents of tb.e
(- I 11, tv II I 1 11 I1 .1 This

suggests the need to set some priorities and provide guidance in the first year for laying the

groundwork and planning for, for instance, the Career Association and community linkages.

The fact that 70001 did modify expectations about start-up in some program components in

the first year validates this recommendation from the sites.

Several teachers and school administrators recommoded more structure for networking amonR

the program sites. As has been stated, The WAVE operated in most sites in isolation from the

regular school program physically set apart from the school or in conjunction with other

separate programs. Peer contact across the sites for the teachers (and for administrators)

could help not only to inform and strengthen the program : elf, but also to provide important

support for professionals who are doing "something different." 70001 might consider

organizing a strong communications network among the sites,using such strategies as

conference calls if natinnal resources permit.

There were atso_usanuagnsittismuhaijmiligasmitc_marrassatan_The WAVE as a
national nrograra. This will help WAVE teachers and school administrators bring the national

aspacts of and experiences with The WAVE to the attention of their schools and school
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districts. Being part of a national program can help build receptivity to new programs and

increase perceptions of their importance in communities. The dissemination of this report,

along with the report on student 'rtmes, can help with efforts to discuss The WAVE in it:z

national context.

70001 teacher training f or The WAVE is excellent and absolutely necessary in the first year.

However, the majority of WAVE teachers and school administrators suggested that ithrainia&

s,hould scheclulajo_mid takin2 teachers out of their schoots. while schools arc in session.

Scheduling teaching training before school starts in a new school year and at the winter

semester brieak will diminish possible controversy over resources for substitute teachers and

will eliminate disruption of teachers' classes. Having WAVE teachers away for the 70001

program training when schools are not in session may help alleviate any objections to "special"

staff development opportunities for The WAVE teachers.

Ergiumgaginignma: WAVE teachers recommendedminimizing and streamlining the Pacer

work associated witk_the grogram. IEL's observation is that, on a scale.of one to ten, the paper

work burden is at the lower end of the scale, but it is greater than teachers are used to and is

viewed as "one more thing" on top of the demands posed by a new program.

lEllitommladatimizia.illaistaLiatAraniv " tranicsaulJaminsancLIranisaislika
dtmansliisLanamiLthguagn be simplified and vet assw collection of OtiatitY information,

In all likelihood, national program reporting requirements will diminish following the initial

demonstration period. However, documentation of studem achievements in the program and

follow-through assessment of WAVE students' progress should be continued where The WAVE

operates. 70001 can help the schools develop and reinforce the need for a workable student

information collection system.

710 iixt_alijuangLinmaaaa nunammaga lila
yalinical assistance. Teachers' need for program

management assistance should be addressed by 70001 with school administrators who could and

should provide support to WAVE teachers to build their program management capabilitics.

II If I

The majority of WAVE teachers were very forthright about their need for assistance in

managing and delivering multi-component programs. Individual teachers recognized that their

skills were not equally strong in all program components and that those components of the



program in which they felt most comfortable were those on which they spent the greatest
amount of their time. As would be expected, using The WAVE curriculum was the area of

greatest comfort and perceived skill.

WAVE Program Components: WAVE teachers, with few exceptions, expressed feelings ranging

from lack of specific skills to basic inadequacy for successfully developing an
internal/external advisory committee, linkages with employers and other community groups,

the Career Association, znd "marketing" the WAVE. Teachers were forthcoming a tiout wanting

help. There aro WAVE teachers in the demonstration sites for whom the opportunity to
develop all the program elements provided an exciting challenge and resulted in feelings of

successful implementation. These teachers, however, were the exception. 70001 should

anticipate that, as the program expands, 'hi" will be more teachers ig the hesitant and
uncertain category than in the "this is the challenge I've been waiting for" category.

Mose time in the first session of WAVE teac,ier training should be spent in determining. in a
sumo:Ike way, what areas individual WAVE teachers feel uncertain of in their skills and

arsmisliaLicaslaummt_onzatunisitain_ihrat arsalaginfausiin_imidzysautichaLltainiag.
session.

To assist in WAVE teacher selection. 70001 should develop, for school clisiticisachui.,_11

. in terms of
acilitating_g_trachea. This would not be a job description and
list of desired qualifications, but rather, a task analysis of the job based on 70001 analysis
and WAVE teacher experiences in the first year of the program. This should help guide
teachers who are considering becoming WAVE teachers and schools/ school districts
recruitment and selection of WAVE teachers.

7 I I I mil e II e I !: AV I I match _thos with

eAmiencsand_extunise_inielevant skills witn v.,.omjiguriejuniatings.. 70001's role would

be in dissemination of information among The WAVE teacher network and encouragement of

the mentor role with experienced WAVE teachers.

Curriculum and Proaram Comnonents Support: The first yea: use of a newly developed

curriculum is, indeed, a phase a curriculum development. Recon.mendations from WAVE
teachers concerning the curriculum throughout the first year were proffered in the spirit of
helping 70001 through shasing experiences in use of the curriculum and offering suggestions



to improve A ba6c.ally good curriculum. Students' responses to the curriculum, as has been
stated elsewhere in this report, were positive, but the few less positive assessments point to a
need for he4ping some teachers use the curriculum framework more flexibly when a WAVE
class has students with a wide range of academic abilities.

Some teachers, evidently, were not comfortable wi.4 or did not understand that the national
curriculum is not (and should not be) viewed as ot..ig comprehensive for all lessons. Teachers
unested that 70001 expand the sugstested t.7tivities and_addic the curriculum to make ;t more

challen2in2 fQr some studenn. Teachers ,..:ommented on curriculum simplicity, and the fact
that there was rust enough to do in some of the lesson plans.

LEIrec_onmends that 70001 clarify more tuligitly_the Jsumsibiliasi_ths_L&aigichAL
to use the curriculum as a framework. and to au2ment the WAVE curriculum. But, we also
suggest some assistance to the teachers (optional activities, etc.) because the majority of thos .
who become WAVE tcachers will not have experience with the contcnt of this type of
curriculum.

fEl's last recommendation to 70001 about the currigulmnitio.kaorislicAunrati ntofvAvE
triachsrLant itusitutig_saLL lads_ o eliminate the wrjtjng.jssi2nmeJlts in the curriculunt
Responding to these suggestions would be absolutely counter-productive to the need to build
the WAVE students' educational skills. Because the essence of the WAVE curriculum engages
the students, it should dso be a successful vehicle to engage students in writing. Our

recommendation is to meet the writing issue head on in WAVE teacher training and project
the writing component of the curriculum as a positive feature in marketing The WAVE to
school districts and schools.

p ; .II
P I 10 1 J. .fl 0 II I

nali some freouencY,w. ablistthlecasit_e at_each_schoeLand initiating a
_WAYEutudantLlingniLscill_y_tidc staff'. These arc excellent

suggestions. However, there is only so much a national program can incorporate into basic
program design. JEVs recommendulon to 70001 is to encourale WAVEllost schools to_deyitm
=nmrinannarimilimEAauudents a ncLconsider esttblishing emoloYment centers to serve
all students in the sclools, Follow-through on these recomr.,:ndations should from the
school or rentral school district administrators, and not an added responsibility for WAVE
teachers. These suggestions, if implemented with The WAVE as the catalyst, could result in
very positive public relations for The WAVE and help broaden the involvement of all school
staff with WAVE students and the program.
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Pros:ram Implementation: When measured against the complexities inherent in the

implernentition of a multi-component program in a new curricular area, the first year of The

WAVE or.currea smoothly. WAVE teachers, however, tlt somewhat frustrated or inadequate

when measuring them...:Ives against what they believed was expected of them. Teachers,

themselves, seek clarification of expectations from 70001. Irjassommensilinidgathn,_that
rcalisti^ first war implementation benchmarks be established and madc -elicit to school and
inhatinalitcLadmaisiraigt this will remove some of the anxie'y from
WAVE teachers about assessment of progress by their supervisors and evaluators, and by 70001.

School_Adminisultom2hullimmer.:raged to c, eatai jusg2irat1-al QD.

0 : II I I

School administrators, and more specifically the school principal, need to anticipate problems

and understand what is being deianded in the implementation of The Partit.u!arly

important to many WAVE teachers is the assistance from school and/or central district

ad zinistration in making contacts with business and other community leaders, and in

developing public miations for the program.

jiew programs, partizularly when they are part of a national cf fort and have some extet nal

assistance, can be viewed as *that person's program." This tendency is exacerbated in a school

if a program is perceived to be there because of "someone dot n-own'' (central office).

In order to minimize the occurrence of this syndrome ana its impact on first-year

implementation, IEL r'rtaisrators about
=relations forshg pr,aram startup and
during the entire first isam_and for assisting The WAVE teacher in h:r/his somneinications

ef forts,

nyyanghtiatigraimiajThasiinz There is little that 70001 can do to impoge uniformit,
on the teaciiti selection process or criteria for the selection of WAVE teache . In an ideal

situation, recnitment of WAVE teacaers would not be limited by certification requirements.

However, unless a school district is in a state that allows waivers for certification and the
district has the political will to take on the issue, WAVE teachers will come from within the

ranks of certified teachers. 70001 might consider ursigLiegruitnivit efforts:stat_reacil
throughout a school d:ItriejandjsygadjEjahuhtliniktaLtacter union contracts) with

II w V I '0 I I
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procedures and school district use of the Prostrarn implementation "task analysis" already

tesommoged.

However recruited, those responsible for teacher selection should be extremely knowledgeable

about The WAVE and about what will be required of teachers, and should thoughtfully discuss

the roles and responsibilities with candidates. It is important for teachers to feel competent

in implementing and managing The WAVE. This is a program which pnts a teacher in roles

and responsibilities with which few have had any real experience, e.g., managing a multi-

component program, initiating linkages with the community, establishing an extra-curricular

organization, internal and external public relations, addressing institutionalization challenges,

etc. There are many among the nation's teaching ranks without specific experience in the

above roles bnt who have or can develop the required skills and feelings of real competency.

Some teachers will not and these persons should be lielped to screen themselves out.

The 70001 teacher training component is strong and absoltvely essential for the program start-

up and support to teachers in the first two years. Recommendations for 70001's WAVE teacher

training have been discussed in the first analysis of recommendations from the sites.

summary recommendation to 7011 is to incorporate treater anticioati9n of problems an4

oroblun-solvint techniques into the firg_trairinjuragalingui
; is recommen ed that

VB teacher training,.

Institutionalizatina: Crucial issues in program institutioaalization were discussed in Section

II. of this report. The following are :ecommendationr, that 70001 mig h:. consider as it tackles

the actual issue of institutionalizing The WAVE. These suggestions are intended as practical

steps which 70001 can incorporate into its national role with WAVE sites.

latranaLSrdigacamagaisadigaz Support for a demonstration program and understanding of

how it is related to a school and an individuai s role within a school begins with effective

communications which anticipate what kind of information is needed and how it should be

presented. jt is recommended that 70001 develop nuidelines Cor a communications strategy and

111
$ L. 10 , ft f

WAVE tad= The strategy should emphasize the importance of initial and continuous

communications about the program and thc, model materials should be designed to help schoois

to anticipate concerns and resistance to new programs, and to create support for The WAVE

in the context of the overall mission of a school. A communications framewo, k should suggest
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school-wide activities and special activities with staff in various roles to assure understanding

of The WAVE, current knowledge about the program's implementation and student

achievements.

School staff and principals need t3 develop a q..!nse of "ownership" of The WA VE. A

continuing communications program initiated ,upported by a principal sends a strong

message. The principal's role in communication about The WAVE should be addressed in

informative material for use with schools considering starting The WAVE and reinforced with

principals where the WAVE is operating.

The WAVE teacher(s) is a key to effective program communications but this role should be

defined within the framework of a subactivity to school strategy and admiristrators'

responsibilities. WAVE teachers, especially, can communicate to their peers informally about

what they are doing, t:te programs effect on WAVE students, -,nd how The WAVE curriculum

and teaching methodologies relate to teaching in general, and the needs of the majority of high

school students. However, informal communications, alone, are not sufficient. But, more

formal communications activities which require putting oneself in a highly visible position

among peers ar,:i supervisors is not comfortable for many teachers, and this

appeared to be true for the majority of WAVE teachers. Egissma

W V I I it I. 1

communication skills. Formal approaches and methods might include making presentations

at faculty and parent group meetings, inviting school staff to observe WAVE classes, and,

ultimately, designing and teaching staff development programs.

External Program Sum= Developing a broad base of support for and ownership of new

programs is important for institutionalization. WAVE teachers, with few exceptions, were

hesitant about their ability to connect with business and community organizations. The cross-

sector Advisory Committee envisioned for The WAVE, except for one demonstration school,

existed only where The WAVE was connected with a program that had such a committee in

place, i.e., Cities in Schools, JTPA Programs, Futures Program in Baltimore. Involving the

external community with The WAVE is important not only for program guidance and

developing internships and employment placements for WAVE students, but also for assuring

an informed base of support in a community.

This is an area in which WAVE teachers need assistance in developing outreach strategies and

working with their school administrators in defining the teacher's role in relationship to

district or school administrators' responsibilities. JEL recommends that 700014ncrease
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community linkages.

.
I: IP .IV. f assisianct on building

Broadetangicholln_saLemvv ent with The WAVE: Ultimately, successful institutionalization

occurs when a "critical mass" feels ownership of a new program, or a change introduced into

an organization. We did not, nor did we expect to find this after one year for The WAVE, or

or any demonstration program. However, now is the time for 70001 to consider some

strategies which will help meet the school ownership objective. These suggestions are

dependent on a solid base of knowledge and understanding about The WAVE developed from

an effective communications strategy.

Establishing a mentor program for WAVE students which was dis:ussed earlier among 0-lese

recommendations, could be a very effective stratea involving school staff. 70001 might

consider urging a mentor program and developing a national model mentoring program

consistent with The WAVE program objertives.

In addition, 70001 might encourage principals to work with WAVE teachers to define what

kind of assistance from school staff will strengthen the program and complement The WAVE

teacher's skills. If a teacher or other member of a school's staff volunteers his/her assistance

on the basis of recognized expertise or skills, he/she is likely to develop a personal stake in the

success and continuation of the program.

WAVE students could benefit from a peer tutoring program, as could the studcnt5 acting as

tutors. 70001 might incorporate a peer-tutoring program into suggestions to schools about

strategies which will augment support for The WAVE, and heL,) meet objectives for WAVE

students. Increased connections between WAVE students and other students in a school arc

important for helping WAVE students overcome their ieolation and "loner" tendencies, and

for helping other students to perceive the program as an integral part of the overall school

program. Students as well as staff are important in gaining acceptance of new program in

schools.
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V. SUMMARIES OF SITE VISITS

ALPENA HIGH SCHOOL
Alpena, Michigan

General Characteristics

Alpena typifies many of 1he challenges inherent in implementing and institutionalizing non-
traditional programs and creating broader, systemic impact from demonstration programs
within a very traditional context. The need for the program is very pronounced, as evidenced
by a school-wide task force on at-risk students in the 1988-89 school year. The school is
basically traditional, many among the faculty are comfortable with the status quo, and the
implementation of real change comes vith some difficulty. AT the time of the site visit, The
WAVE was scheduled to continue for a second year with the present teacher. Only elective
credit was given for WAVE classes, which was considered a draw-back. Combining WAVE
with English classes in 1990-91, however, will allow awarding academic credit and will allow
students to stay in The WAVE. AT the time of the site visit, The WAVE was scheduled to
continue with resources provided by state funds, possibly a private grant, and some general
revenue, although the school principal did not feel he could say conclusively that the program
would continue.

The WAVE Teache.7

The WAVeteacher at Alpena is an enthusiastic advocate for The WAVE and for her students.
This program has given her the opportunity to expand the traditional academic role of the
teacher to include personal support to the student and concern for the totality of students'
lives, a role she gravitates towards naturally. She feels that she has generally connected well
with her students' other teachers, but that there is little understanding of The WAVE among
most other teachers, nor interest in pursuing its relevance to a broader population. This

teacher made a choice to focus on the personal needs of her students first and did not launch
a career assoiation in the first year of The WAVE, but she did create two opportunities for
the students for activities in the community and a fielt; trip.

WAVE Studenta

(Note: Alpena High School deliberately recruited the most at-risk and troubled students for
the program.] The %C AVE students have made signif icant behavioral and academic progress.
There has been only one withdrawal from school, no withdrawals just from the program and
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attendance has measurably improved among the students. Studr-tts like WAVE classes be -.Ise

they are different from regular school, and their teacher is ready interested in them.

liked the visits to the commanity and would like to "get t" more. They feel that the

c.uiriculum is toe easy and some express the feeling that the teacher checks up on them :co

much. However, it is important to remember that these comments are made by students who

have teen basically ignored except when they cause trouble. By the end of the year, students

had developed a very protective feeling about their WAVE classes and wanted to keep them

small.

Administrators

The principal is very supportive and is committed to programs to meet the needs of at-risk

students. He feels the teacher is the important variable, along with small classes. He is also

very partial to the training provided by 70001 and particularly the opportunity this provides

for the teacher to get out of town and have new experiences. Assistant principals interviewed

also expressed very positive comments about the progrdm, and feel many more students couid

benefit. In addition, The Director of Secondary Education was also interviewed for this

evaluation. She was very plea ed at the end of the first year of The WAVE. She initiated the

propmal which brought The WAVE to Alpena', and felt a veEed interest !.n its success. She

reinforced the teacher's feelifig that a career association should not be attempted until the -

second year because the students need the first year to develop a sense of self and trust within

the group.

aticLiguhsigsraggiAtaassigurati

The evaluator met with counselors only. One teacher scheduled for an interview was out of school

on jury duty this day and no other teacher interviews had been scheduled)

Counselors felt that this was a "mysterious" program, and that they knew little about it at the

beginning. They were not part of the selection process, an omission they resented considerably.

They seem to have a rudimentary knowledge of the program's goal: and objectives. They do

see improved attendance and academic performance azeng WAVE students as positive results.

They feel that the pzogram's strength lies in the WAVE teacher's ability to work with this

population of students. Counselors felt tMt the components of the program were a minimal

factor in its overall impact on students. The major program °variable was the schedule of the

teacher which provides a lot of timeto connect with parents and work on behalf of the kids.

4 4
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EAST CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

Tulsa, Ok !idioms

General Characteristic%

The most striking factor about the site visit to East Central High School was the inconsistent

responses to The WAVE from different groups in the site visit evaluation. The dssistant

principal who is responsible for its implementation and oversight is very supportive of the

program but faces a struggle against a conservative administration entrenched in tradition.

Lack of clear communication about the nature of The WAVE and a circumvention of true

traditional scheduliag function of the counselor, and problems of identity (The WAVE is

perceived as a special educaticn program by many because the WAVE teacher is a special

education teacher, and the program is in the special education wing of the school), and a

relatively weak teacher are at the root of many difficulties.

The W V

The WAVE tezeher is withou,. a doubt dedicated, committed, and enthusiastic. She feels mych

more comfortable with he oae-onone, relational aspects, and has not felt well-eauipped in

areas of class-room management. In all fairness to the teacher, she was assigned some rather

difficult students by counselors who perceived The WAVE as a duknping ground for discipline

problems.

Another great area of discrepancy is between the teacher's assessment of student progress and

the assessment provided by other teachers. The WAVE teacher claims that the students have

improved in all areas. The non-WAVE teachers admit that there has beea improvement in

attendance, but that progress 4"-ps there. They see no academic improvement in their classes

and are suspicious of thc WAVE teacher's claims to high grades (yet another etement in the

tension arising from The WAVE's presence at the school). No new teacher was recruited for

The WAVE at East Central High School, and the current teacher was the only one who

volunteered.

WA YES tu dents

The students said they ;iked the relational aspects of the progrt al and appreciate that their

teacher takes special interest in what they do. They feel she cares, and that is important to

4 5
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them. They also like the speakers who come to the school. They did not like having new

students a imitted to the proaam in the middle of the year: they were "dumped," and were

different, with different problems and different attitudes (these newer students were taken

out of the room with the teacher for this discussion). There were few comments about the

curriculum, and some confusion about the Career Association. They knew that the WAVE

association had elected officers, but they did not know who these were supposed to be.

Lie Ad ministrajgx,

The assistant principal is very supportive of The WAVE, but she is working within a very

traditional context and any change is met with resistance. She recognizes the problems the

teacher is having, although she is not quite sure what to 10, and would like to explore some

possibilities of providing additional support (a team-teac ling situation, with a teacher who

has complementary skills). The administrator has tried to offer wider programs of awareness

to the school staff on at-risk students, but has been met with rzsistance. At East Central High

School, anything connected with drop-outs or at-risk students is still considered to be second

rate.

Other Teachers/School ..4taff

Most teachers interviewed during the site visit had very little understanding of the nature of

The WAVE and even less respect for the program including students, teachers, and activities.

Because there is no extra money, the tekicher's release time for WAVE classes overloads other

classes. This and the fact that the WAVE teacher does the scheduling (the only teacher

involved in scheduling) created considerable animosity an resentment. Teachers also wonder

why the students are failing all their other classes except for The WAVE. Teachers also see

WAVE classes as an excuse for students to do anything they want to do, and comment about

the inadequaw discipline in the classes.

,
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FRAYSER HIGH SCHOOL
Memphis, Tennessee

The WA"E program at Frayser High School benefits from a very energetic principal and an

extremely dynamic teacher. Their inrsonal vitality as well as their professional abilities

contribute to the visible popularity of the WAVE among staff, students, and administrators.

The WAVE TerkeL

This teacher is another strong and energetic WAVE teacher who has been able to systematically

implement many of the programmatic compcments of The WAVE at Frayser High School.

The WAVE was considered a succesa and, at the time of this Ivaluation, had already received

notification of renewed funding for the 1990-1991 school year.

This teacher felt most competent in areas of curriculum and instruction, and felt that the
public relations aspects of her job were the weakest. She felt that additional training in
community and public relations would be of benefit to future WAVE teachers. This teacher

was able to get off to a fresh start at Frayser High School because she was recruited to be a

WAVE teacher. Her energy haa been most appreciated in the efforts she put into the Career

Association. Students spoke enthusiastically about the avivities, and the teacher spent
considerable time planning outside trips.

WAVE Students

Students at Frayser believe that The WAVE has helped them. They especially liked goal

setting and career awareness activities, and the fact that The WAVE acknowledged that

attitude and personality were important. They think that the instructional materials are too

easy, and that they are too smart for the materials. They like their teacher because they feel

that they can talk about anything with her.

Admininwat

The principal is an energetic indhvidual who is passionately committed to seeing his students

succeed. He feels that the wader has done an excellent job with the students. The reception

to The WAVE is so positive that they are making olans to increase the program next year; there



will be two sections of WAVE I, and two sections of WAVE II. The macher will *graduate"

with her students and a new teacher v/ill teach WAVE I. The principal believes very strongly

in the, concept of The WAVE (especially the emphasis on self-esteem and achievement) and he

feels that it is important for all the school stait to be aware of prograni activities/components.

He is planning a school-wide staff development program for the fall that will incorporate

many WAVE elements. Additionally, he would like to involve the WAVE teacher in this staff

development event. The principal, himself, played a strong part in the placement of WAVE

students. He worked with the assistant principal, school guidance counselors and parents to

identify prospective students for the program's first year. He feels that their choices were

right in light of the visible progress that WAVE students ha e made.

Other Teachers/School Staff

Teachers interviewed for this evaluation who had WAVE students in their ciassec felt that

these students had shown a fairly substantial change of attitude during the course of the year,

and that this has translated into improved academic performance.

The program in Frayser High School does not seem yet to have the school-wide support

demonstrated at Greece Olympia High School, but reception to the program is so positive that

there is little resistance. Teachers additionally believe that now that the program has had its

"dry-run," it will enjoy greater school-wide support next year. This, in part, comes from the

changes seen in students.
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GRAFTON HIGH SCHOOL

Grafton, West Virginia

General Characteristics,

WAVE students at Graf toa High School have made significant progress: the dropout rate is

lower than for other similar Grafton students; the grade point averages (GPAs) of WAVE

students have risen by almost one-half point, and school attendance has improved dramatically.

But despite these apparent successes, The WAVE at Grafton High School is not perceived as

a success. The biggest problem, according to student interviews, is its. image. All WAVE

classes are taught in a drab, two-room, make-shift building away from the min school
building. This physical isolation underscores the programmatic weaknesses, the poor pu'olic

image of the WAVE teacher, and communication problems among school administniion, the
WAVE teacher, and other teachers. The program is scheduled to continue for a second year,
dtfe to the energetic efforts of a principal who feels very strongly that The WAVE meets a
critical need at his school, but renewing the program is happening almost in spite of, not due
to, the program's first year. The WAVE is essentially the domain of the Wfr..VE teacher and

the school principal, with little outreach to the rest of the school community.

The W V

The WAVE teacher was selected personally by the school principal in part because the

teacher's background seemcd Lo correspond to necessary criteria: he has a counseling
background, worked as county truant officer, and taught adult basic education in evening
classes. But, the teacher has not proved a strong internal advocate for the program. He has
spent little time pursuing the extracurricular activities of The WAVE and what little external

program marketing takes place is due to the efforts of the principal. However, he is personally

deeply committed to working with at-risk students and will continue with the program for the

second year.
WAVE Students

In the opinion of WAVE students, the separate and unattractive location of this program is a

considerable disadvantage. They also feel that they should have been taken on more field trips

and visits to the community but attribute the problem to school budget cuts. When asked what

could be improved upon, comments included more field trips and better movies.

4 9
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The Administrator

WAVE at Giaf tor; High School is essentially the result of the principal's efforts. When he

learned about the program, he was very enthusiastic and felt it would racet the needs of many

of his students. He is quite 4,,ware of the programmatic shortcomings of the program in his

school, and attributes these to lack of teacher emphasis on extracurricular activities. The

program received funding from an outside foundation which gave every indication of

renewing its contributions, and they were already making plant for the following year.

Other Teachers/School Staff

Non-WAVE teachers at Grafton feel that this program is the ,.xclusive property of the

priacipa's and the teacher, that they are not involved, and that The WAVE is just another fad.

They do not feet that they are kept informed of program activities. Their reaction indicates

the need for future internal communication about the nature of The WAVE and its benefit

for at-tisk students.
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GREECE OLYMPIA HIGH SCHOOL

Rochester, New York

ausaal Lharacteristics

The WAVE program enrollment nt Greece Olympia High Slhool is made up of 14 tenth grade

students. These students were selected at the end of ninth grade for participation in The

WAVE. The advantages of this selection process are that stue eats were known to the teacher

and the school administration, and students with problems which would have made it

impossible to achieve objectives (severe behavioral problems, special education needs, for

exvmple) were not included in the WAVE population.

The WAVE at Greece Olympia is characterized by the presence of very strong factors which

could serve as models for future WAVE sites: Consensus About the importance of meeting the

needs of at:risk students; a broad base of support for The WAVE program as a means to meet

these needs; open communication between the WAVE teacher and other school staf f; a very

strong, talented, and flexible teacher; and a selection process that ensures success among

participants.

At the tirnt of the site visit, renewed funding for The WAVE at Greece Olympia was still

uncertain althuugh the teacher and the vice-principal were assuming that the program would

be continued. Funding would come from special funding sources, not general revenue

operating funds.

V

The WAVE teacher has been teaching for almost thirty years. Her background is in reading

and remedial work, and she is well liked ano respected by her colleagues, students, and

administrators. She is a consummate diplomat, and considers intra-school public relations and

team- building as a critical aspect of her job.

She is undaunted by the complex demands of The WAVE, and feels that she is constrained only

by time and resources. She feels that she could bcnefit from courses in community outreach

and fundraising, but lack of knowledge has not swpped her from implementing at lease some

of each major programmatic area of The WAVE.
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Her areas of strength are her ability to build rapport with her students and her ability to

empathize with them. She identifies fundraising and insufficLat knowledge of career

education aiher weaknesses.

The teacher also benefits from a full-time aide, given to all remedial teachers. She was

recruited from within the school, and teaches non-WAVE classes.

WAVE Studentt

This small group has become very tight, commenting on friendship and support of peers as

some of the most important parts of The WAVE. They admit that their attendance has

improved. They feel that their grades have improved and this gives them a strong sense of

self-confidence (two students made the honor roll, so their academic improvements are

consistent). They enjoy The WAVE so much tbzit they have become promoters of the program

among ninth graders.

The Admini3trator

The vice-principal supports The WAVE wholeheartedly and believes ttat the program fills

important gaps in the school's program: The WAVE has provided systematic mentoring

relationships between teacher ard student and it has provided the opportunity vo pay attention

to areas that have not adequately been addressed in other courses (leadership developannt of

students, goal setting, Ammunicating with adults, expressing anger). This administrator feels

that all students could benefit from the program.

The vice-principal feels that the WAVE teacher already serves as an informal model for

working with at-risk students to other teachers alttough the *method" is not yet we-

established, and a more format approach to working with other teachers is at objective for the

second year.

Changs for the 1990-91 school year rfould in ,Ilude having as many WAVE classes as possible.

"cloning the current teacher, and freeing the teacher from her non-WAVE assignments.

¢theracardoAdsligsg_ajel

The WAVE is well perceived and well-respected by other teochers and staff at Greece Olympia

High School. Teachers see behavioral and academie changes in WAVE students they teach and
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feel that participating studenu have lade signif icant progress in thinking about their lives
(setting goal:, dealing with anger, improved attendat.ce, and a sense of cohe..aveness ar.,1 unity

were cited is specific examples).

,
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LINCOLN AND BUNCHE CAREER CENTERS:

Jeffersoa Parish, Louisiana

C.ArezaL=Earatriuica

The WAVE in Jefferson Parish is an element of the REAL (Realizing Education Achievement

for Life) Program that is designed to "provide instruction at the apnropriate developmz:ntal

level for students who have demonstrated their inability to meet competencies established by

the Louisiana State Department of Education.* Students are at lea:* two years below

appropriate grade-level -and generally possess a low level of basic skills. They exhibit

characteristics associated with at-risk students, including a high drop-out rate, poor

attendance, and behavior problems. Most are low income with deficient levels of parent

support. Additionally, all WAVE students are JTPA eligible, and JTPA funds WAVE at these

two sites. Under the REAL program, students receive a GED instead of a regular high school

diploma. Students take three hours per day of instruction at their home-based high school and

three hours vocational training at the career centers. WAVE courses substitute for one hour

of vocational training, and students receive no credit for participating in The WAVE courses.

Students come to these career centers from many locations throughout the Parish, and are

dependent on scheduled buses for transportation. Many need to return to their home schools

for their academic courses. Consequently, extracurricular activities are extremely limited.

In these contexts, WAVE is being perceived as a curriculum rather t'ln a comprehensive

program, Whether the WAVE curri( uium deiivered as "another courses will have the same

impact on students as the more comprehensive program is an important research question.

Both schools are described together, with any significant distinctions between sites noted in

the narrative.

The WAVE Teachert

The WAVE teachea brought different strengths to the program. The teacher at Lincols

moved A =fly withaut the community dealing with parents and community resources; the Bunche

teacher v.ss more comfortable in her classroom role and is working hard at cultivating the

broader aspects of her new position. Both had earned the respect of their stOents as patient.

responsive, and caring people. The Bunche teacher commented that the JTPA affiliation is

a stigma for WAVE students because they know that it is a measure of economic disadvantage.

Both teachers expresa frustration with the difficulty in scheduling extra-curricular, career-



association activities, and have tried to work around these problems. When efforts have

succeeded, they perceive these events to be productive and beneficial to the overall success of

the program.-

WAVE Students

Students at both sites liked the WAVE classes, and expressed an understanding of the

program's relevance to their later success in life. Participation in WAVE classes was a "briar

patch* experience for many or them: Every day they complained about having to go, but when

they arrived, they liked their classes and tney liked their teachers. Vocational training

instructors felt that there should be some tetter way to integrate The WAVE into the overall

program of the school to avoid the scheduling disruption, but were not sure how to do it, and

students commented on the conflict between WAVE claw :3 and their other classes. They

resented !missing some of their vocational classes, because of the implications for iosing out

on job opportunities.

Administratort

Principals at both sites were very supportive of The WAVE and of their teachers' efforts, and

see the value in The WAVE for a broader group of students. They both commented on

improvements in student behavior, especially improved attitudes and more acceptable conduct.

Principals at both schools play an active role in supporting The WAVE within their own

schools.

salicichttiLschagiatta

The teachers at both sit= were generally supportive of The WAVE. Their orientation to the

program had been primarily informal, although presentations were made at faculty meetings.

Most teachers.described the program in terms of job-related issues and spoke less of the self-

esteem and personal development aspects of the Program. Teachers were concerned otbout the

loss of class time, echoing similar statements made by students, and would prefer some other

.eheduling mechanism. However, most teachers at both sit= recognized the value of the

program, had strong respect for the WAVE tlachers and their ability to communicate with

their students, and would like to see the program continue because of the contributions it has

already made. A few teachers felt that it would be valuable for all of the other students at

the career centers whether or not they were involved in the REAL Program. According to the
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school system administrator for REAL, WAVE, and related programs, the scheduling structure

led other teachers to question how WAVE teachers were using their time. "They do not see

WAVE teachers as doing much." This response is not surprising, since teachers tend to equate

time spent in class with work. They have difficulty acepting the broader rule of teacher

mentor, link to parent, and coordinator of other services. WAVE teachers over time seem to

have addressed this issue by communleating with their colleagues about students, and d.evoting

time to the development of other activities.
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MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL

Kaysville, Utah

cearLIALLhalI2111/illica

Mountain High Sclol is an alternative high school hatially developed to serve as a temporary

haven for students in danger of dropping out of school. The temporary nature of the school

extended. to its structural components: four trailers set up on the periphery of an established

high school. The new administrator. howenr, in response to the success of the school, is now

attempting to make Mountain High a permanent part of the Davis County School District.

Mountain High represents yet another application of The WAVE: As an alternative school,

students already benefit from small classrooms and focused attention from their homeroom

teachers. WAVE is used primarily as a curriculum resource at Mountain High, and in this

context is found to be very helpful by the homeroom teachers. It provides structure and focus

to the homeroom period. The lessons on self-esteem, goal setting, and career-related activities

were especially helpful. Career Association activities are limited. There are no extra-

curricular activities at Mountain High, and although the teachers attempted to involve

students in the community (field trips to work-sites, cultural events), they worked very hard

to ward off any perceptions of "favoritism" that membership in a special club might engender.

Mountain High was also the only site where The WAVE was implemented in all four grades.

The teaching and administrative staff worked very hard to make The WAVE a success and,

from the site interviews, it was apparent that the components of the program that had been

implemented at Mountain High were very effective. It is unfertuaate that funding conrraints

preclude a second year. An additional year would have been very helpful in assessing the

broad potential for The WAVE to be included in a variety of institutirmal settings. Many of

the core WAVE elements were already in place, ne ably small classes, and caring teachers.

The Wave Tura=

At Mountain High, there were four WAVE teachers and threiwere present for the evaluation.

When asked about the overall effect of The WAVE on studente performance, they felt it was

hard to say. The students at Mountain High all come from failing situations. It is hard to

separate their involvement in The WAVE from their involvement in other programs or the

vther factors that are unique to this school (small classes, notably). Because not all the
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tJachers were able to go to training sessions, there was a feeling that some of them had missed

out on learning and networking opportunities. The positive side of multiple WAVE teachers,

however, is that there were several WAVE teachers on site with whom they can share

experiences and serve :a a support group for themselves. The teachers were liked by their

students. Two were "adored", and considered "second moms."

WAVE Students,

When asked what they liked most about the program, stud tits said the field trips. This was

a rare treat for them in a school where there were no extracurricular activities. They also

enjoyed the LETS (students from this group had the strongest positive statements about LETS).

They were very articulate in expressing approval for these programs, and talked about how

they could draw parallels to their own lives (part of this was the ability of teachers in

skillfully procesting their LETS experiences - unique to Mountain Hig4). Setting goals, dealing

with strzss, and handling depression were specific lessons that the students appreciated.

Perhaps because these students knew that Mountain High was their last chance' to make

something good out of their lives, they expressed an appreciation for the education they were

getting and the determination to make somethini good out of their lives. They made very

clear distinctions between their experiences at other high 4..,tools (anonymity, second-class

citizen status), and Mountain, where their teachers knew them, where their friends cared about

them, and where everyone expected that they would do well.

Administurati

Both the Assistant Director and the Director arc wholeheartedly committed to creating

successful experiences for at-risk students. They worked very hard to integrate The WAVE

iuto the particular structure of their school and, despite the onerous reeord-keeping required

by four WAVE classes, wanted to provide their students with the best resources possible. This

work prompted questions about finances: Why were they paying 70001 so much money when

they were the ones d"ing all the work? They also expressed concern for what they would get

for thttir efforts: If funding was not renewed, Would th)y still be abie to get the curriculum,

as a reward for efforts they put into record-kee9ing and curriculum evaluation?

Non-WAVE teachers were not interviewed because of time constraints. The Assistant Director,

however, commented on the dynamics of The WAVE and non-WAVE teachers. She said *hat,

even though all teachers at the school were invited to participate, those who did not tended
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to be critical of the program. They see the perks and not the assets, and the administrator did
not feel that they were as supportive as they could bc. She felt, however, that any resistance
to The WAVE comes from resistance to change in general. Change requires teachers to go
outside their comfort zones, and this is not an ::.y situation for 3nyone.

\
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NORTHERN HIGH SCHOOL

Baltimore, Maryland

General Characteristics

Northern High School is one of the sites where The WAVE is a "program within a program',

closely affiliated with the Baltimore City Schools Futures Program (a partnership between the

Of f ice of Employment Development and the Baltimore City Schools) and "turf* struggles are

the most salient feature of thig site. Teacher, principal, and administrator feel that the WAVE

curriculum has filled major gaps in the Futures program, and WAVE has benefitted from the

a.lministrative support provided by its association with the Futures program. However, school

staff and The WAVE teacher feel they have to walk a fine line because individuals with

vested interests in the Futures program have appeared a bit threatened by the amount of

enthusiasm for The WAVE, thereby causing tension with the Office of Employment

Development, the chief funding source of The WAVE. At the time of this evaluation,

"diplomatic" efforts appear to have been successful, and the program administra' is working

hard to develop a partnehip between the two prossrams. The situation at Northern High

School continues to inform the discussion about The WAVE's affiliation with other programs.

As The WAVE expands, more thought needs to be given as to how it fits in with other larger,

well-established program= how will it fit into policies of larger bureaucracies, what

communication processes need to be established, who has final authority?

Another question, well articulated by the Office of Employment Development, inquired what

they were getting for the money they invested. The specific question was, "Do we purchase

the cuTriculum, or is it an endless lease?"

Questions of turf and curriculum were the salient issues f rom Northern High School. The site

visit iLdieated a dedicated and well-liked teacher, a program that was well respected by other

members of the sehool community, and supportive administration. Students enjoyed the

program, aad felt that they had made progress academically and behaviorally, and their

progress was noted by other teachers as well. No significant inconsistencies emerged that place

this site at odds with other demonstration sites.
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PADUCAH TILGHMAN HIGH SCHOOL

Paducah, Kentucky

cameral Charaq-Iristics

At the time of the site visit, Paducah Tilghman was the only site definitely not being funded

for the 1990-91 school year. Sources ranging from the school district itself to community

four)," cions and corporations were approached but with little success. This was viewed by the

principal as inevitable in a period of budget restrictions and, in her opinion, did not reflect

negatively on the program. Since The WAVE was one of the most recent programmatic

additions to the school it was, inevitably, one of the first to be cut. Neither the teacher nor

the principal (who was new) arc strong marketers.

It is unfortunate that both the principal and the WAVE teacher did not have the =Acting

and public relations skills needed to promote The WAVE within the school, as well as to homes

and to the community. These were not the strengths of the teacher, who has a reputation for

outstanding skills in managing at-risk students, nor the principal, still new and unsure of her

standing with the school board and the community.

The size of the school, the interest of a committed group of teachers, a significant number of

students that could benefit from the program, and a dedicated teacher that was well-respected

and liked by all stOents could have made this program an effective and integral part of the

system. But a one-year commitment is not sufficient time for a program to become integrated

and to convince people of its worth. At the very least, school districts should be required to

make a two-year commitment to The WAVE before implementing it in a school.

v

The WAVY o.acher is liked by his colleagues, and is well-respected and appreciated by his

students. he was viewed by all Viose interviewed to have been the best choice for the job. He

considers his chief strengths to lie in his ability to relate to his students, and his weaknesses

in his inability to approach and work with community organizations. He fecis that he did not

do a good job in "selling the program to the public because of lack of skills in this area. He

also feels that he could have benefitted from additional development in parental outreach

activities. This teacher was, in fact, outstandfing in his ability to work with students. It is

unfortunate that he should feel guilty because he did not succeed in areas vtich were not his
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streng,hs. In the future, when outstanding teachers are selected who do not have the public

relations skills necessary, it might be helpful to share these tasks with a parent, volunteer, or

other school administrator, and let the teacher do w hat he/she does best.

EVE_Studcall

Students could not say enough good th:ags about their teacher; He was different f rom others;

he never raised his voice; he treated them wl.lt dignity and respect; he was there to help them

succeed, not fail. The program was liked by WAVE and non-WAVE students. After seeing

special activities of WAVE classes, other students wanted to get involved.

Students felt that they had made the most progress in the following arns: improved self-

conf idence, improved overall attitude, a chance to understand themselves, better job interview

skills, and improved ability to communicate.

Administrator

Notwithstanding the lack of funding for a second year, the principal spoke very highly of the

program and its overall effects on students. She did express some concern with the academic

level of the WAVE curriculum, however, sad feels that it is not challenging or interesting

enough. She also added (a statement that was shared by every administrator and every teacher

at every site) that the amount of papeTwork was excessive and should be streamlined. She

recommended that 70001 provide technical assistance to schools on how best to collect data for

the program, and/or include a teseher's aide to help with the work. She was enthusiastic and

supportive of the program's attention to students' personal lives and to improving attitudes.

She considers this very importarti in working with at-risk students and that there components

au missing from othe: program; (for exampk, .ITPA).

Qthsr_Isarthsalla

Several teachers had been members of a committee to develop a school-wide program to focus

on the needs of ct-risk students prior to the implementation of The WAVE, and therefore

maintained their interest lnd their involvement. They did not feel, however, that active

attempts were made to draw them iv more closely although they had expressed a desire for

further involvement.
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Two teachers were interview-el who had WAVE students in their classes. They have seen
improvenmnt in many of the students after the first year, in particular in attendance and in
attitudes toivard school. Soak teachers admitted that, at the beginning of the year, they
thought :hat :ilia was a program for problem students but their peneption has since changed.
Non-WAVE teachers echo the outstanding comments of students of students and the principal
about the teacher.
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PALM BEACH LAKES HIGH SCHOOL

Wen Palm Beach, Florida

QourALCharantrinia

At Palm Beach Lakes High School, The WAVE :s one of three Cities in SChools units, which

are located in a separate wing of the school with an office and several classrooms for the

Cities in Schools programs own use. The WAVE is so well integrated with the Cities program

that it is occasionally
confusing for some people (including counselors and non-WAVE

teachers) to distinguish between the two programs. Although not always so beneficial at other

sites, close affiliations with a well-established program has been very beneficial for WAVE

at this site. In part because of the strength of the Cities program, anei in part because of the

energetic efforts of the teacher, The WAVE is a well-respected program and, at the time of the

sire visit, ildications were that the program will be funded for another year.

Day/AVE Teacher

The WAVE teacher at Palm Beach Lakes High Schooi works well with other Cides in Schools

teeshers (her closest colleagues) and has been able to develop a spirit of teamwork and

cooperation which reflects favorably on The WAVE. She is independent and energetic and

deals effe4tively with administrators, other teachers, and students. She has made progress in

implementing all areas of WAVE - much of tltis made possible by the close affiliation with an

active and broad-based program and feels she has the administrative support that she needs.

Unlike most WAVE ;cachers, she benefits from a teacher's aide, through the Cities program.

UtyE Student%

Students interviewed for this evaluation on the whole enjoyed being a part of the program and

felt that they had benefitted, but they were sometimes embarrassed because other students and

teachers occasionally ide, l'fied them as failures or drop-outs. They enjoyed the weekly

progress reporta provided tiwm by their teacher because they felt that they knew, on a week-

to-week basiz, how they were doing. The only negative comment Wil about the deeply personal

nature of some of the questions in the lessons. They felt that the class was an easy credit, and

that the WAVE notebook, was boring. All students interviewed would want to return for a

second year.
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Administrators

Key administrator: involved with the program were supportive and complimentary, with
positive statem6nts about student p;ogreas and teacher performance. They perceive that The
WAVE has provided students with a "group home," helping them with their feelings of
isolation. They can also see improvement in self-esteen: and overall attitudt. There is a very
strong feeling that the technical assistance provided by 70001 should continue beyond the first
year.

Other Teachers/School Staff

Attitude and some grade improvement were areas of progress noted by most teachers.
Counselors and teachers note that, after participating in WAVE, students have become more

independent, mature, and productive. However, when asked if they referred to Cities in
Schools or to The WAVE, other staff could not always distinguish between the two and viewed
them as one program and with the same goals and objectives.
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PROSPECT HEIGHTS
Brooklyn, New York

canuaLcharaltraiatica.

Prospc-,-t Heights is a largz urban school aud it is difficult to assess the impact of one program

in such an environment. The principal and students were very pleased with The WAVE and

the teacher indicated that she would continue if the program were to be funded. The teacher

has little administrative support and feels restritaed in what she is able to do. She was

recruited internally for the position and has other responsibilities at the school.

ihp WAVE TeacheL

The WAVE teacher found the 70001 trainit4 to be most helpful to her work with the students.

However, what 3;te feels the need for most is.a networic with other New York City WAVE

teachers at non-demonstration Sites. The New York City school district is unique in its size

and she believes that there is a need for a formal network to me.: t once a month with other

New York WAVE teachers for support and exchange of ideas. She would like adds.lonal

training in how to solicit jobs for h, students and how to thwelop partnerships with

businesses. She would also like to see some training in how to help resolve conflicts between

students and parents. She could also benefit from administrative help.

WAVE Students

Students enjoyed their WA VE classes and shared comments similar to those of students at other

sites: They appreciated the fact that their teteher cared for them, they liked the small :lasses,

and they enjoyed the experiences outside the school.

ILLIITAIDII

The principal is a strong supporter of The WAVE aad attributes its success ta two factors: It

is flexible and enjoyable. If he had his way, he would ruiz a program for all ninth graders on

life skills which would be taken directly from the curriculum. He would like to see The

WAVE's elements integrated into other classes, but sees his main problem in accomplishing this

in convertiug other teachers. He would like to see a year-round program so that the
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momentum and cohesiveness developed among tne WAVE students would not be interrupted

during the year. This principal also stated that the national network was important for him

as a principal as well as for the students.



SCOTT HIGH SCHOOL

Huttsville, Tennessee

General Chatacteristict

Scott High School is a JTPA affiliate school in Scott county, Tennessee, a rural area wfxre

over two zhirds of the residents over 25 years of age did not finish high school and whe-e

many of the families are third generation welfare recipients. Affiliation with JTPA did not

seem to present any difficulties to the teacher or the administrators, and actually provides

financial incentives to students to stay in school. At the time of the site visit, funding for

the next year was uncertain, although there was strong feeling that the school should assume

some of the financial responsibility for the program. The manager of Scott Count; Private

Industry Council, a financial contributor to the program, feels that the strength of The WAVE

at Scott High Sc/ ool is that students are able to meet every day for an hour with a teacher who

cares about them, who stresses staying in school, and who is there to support and encourage

them. Tho emphasis on life skills is very important. There is a problem similar to one in the

Grafton, West Virginia site. WAVE classes are held in a trailer behind the school, which

cm' tes a ':econd-cousie perception of the program in the rest of the school

The WAVE Teo,cher

The WAVE teacher comes from a reading background, and did not feel well-prepared to

become a "program administrator.' The programmatic responsibilities of the job have been the

most difficult for her to manage, and additional training in this area would be of considerable

benefit. Her strengths lie in her ability to care for and encourage her students, and it was

difficult for her to assume extra responsibilities. However, both the principal and the

assistant principal are very pleased with the progress the teacher has made. Increased

involvement with the business community is a teacher goal for next year.

Skinactsdrallghialiaff.

Counselors, teachers, and administrators had hith praiae for The WAVE. Counselors indicated

they saw improvement in attendance, and a decline in teen pregnancies. The feeling at

the school is Oa: The WAVE should be continued.
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For more information, contact:

70001 Training & Employment Institute
501 School Street, SW 0 Suite 600

Washington, DC 20024

(202) 484-0103 0 1 (800) 274-2005
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